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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to find out ways that teachers can help students learn translation
better by looking at the teacher's teaching strategies; students' translation strategies and
learning strategies and comparing that of the high achievers and low achievers.
The participants in the study are 20 English-major students, who are selected from over 110
third-year students based on their mid-term test scores and one teacher from the Faculty of
English, Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam. Data collection was done through four sources:
student interview, teacher interview, student think-aloud protocol interviews and classroom
observation. A triangulation of perceptions would ensure that the study is valid and reliable.
The findings indicate that:
1. The teacher advocated for the method of semantic translation; and followed a
product/practice-oriented approach. He introduced few translation strategies, all are
direct strategies.
2. Feedback given by the teacher was mainly corrections of errors and mistakes from the
students' work. In addition, he has yet to see some big difficulties encountered by the
students.
3. The high achievers used a great variety of translation strategies and applied them
more effectively and flexibly than the low achievers. Even so, they failed to apply a
wider range of strategies, maybe because they were never introduced to the students.
The low achievers tended to translate word by word without flexibility and usually
tried to recall the teacher's corrections of the similar terms.

4. Students of both groups knew what kind of tools should be used for improving their
translation skill. However, the high achievers used more and knew better what they
needed to do with the tools.
5. Both high achievers and low achievers encountered difficulties in translation and
learning translation, with low achievers having more problems with their English
competence, grammar and vocabulary.
6. Apart from the strategies introduced in the class by the teacher, the students used a
number of other strategies, which may indicate a missing part in the teaching plan.
The thesis ends with a number of pedagogical implications and suggestions for further
research.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This introductory chapter provides basic background information to the study. It
discusses the background, rationale and objectives of the research. It also provides the
definition of terms used in the study and the scope in which it is carried out. The
chapter will end with a complete description of the organization of the chapters in this
thesis.

1. Background of the study:

The twentieth century witnessed the rapid development of globalisation and
internationalisation in almost all fields, trade, politics, arts, education, literature,
technology, etc. Against this backdrop, translation, as a two-way means of
communication, has been given an enhanced importance. International agreements
between states, public or private organisations are now translated for all interested
parties, whether or not the signatories understand each other's language (Newmark,
1995). Translation has been included in language learning and diplomats training
programs since it has been recognised to be an effective aid for foreign language
acquisition (Duff 1989, Bassnett 2003) and an important skill for people working in the
field of foreign affairs.
Since Vietnam has been opening its door to the world for comprehensive integration,
the Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam (DAV), being an educational institute with a
mission of training future diplomats, has always attached great importance to teaching
translation as it is fully aware of the necessity of the skill in students' future work.

1

Vietnamese students in general, and DAV students in particular, are quite familiar with
translation as the Grammar-Translation method has been widely applied to EFL in
Vietnamese contexts. Translation skills are also required in entrance examinations into
Foreign Relations Department of different Ministries in Vietnam, especially the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs where most of DAV graduates aim to work at. However, a
systematic translation teaching methodology is actually non-existent. The adoption of
teaching methods rests upon teachers' intuitive motives and is practice-oriented and
product-based (personal communication). The issue of how learners learn the skill and
how they actually translate a text has been overlooked. Having been involved in
teaching translation at the DAV for the last four years, and keeping with the view that
learners should always be the centre of all kinds of training, the researcher is attempting
to have some insights into the students' learning strategies, which might serve as an
essential element for teachers to consider on employing appropriate teaching strategies
in translation courses.

The Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam

The Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam (DAV) (2008), or the Institute for International
Relations (from 1957 to 2007), is one branch of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam. DAV was established to fulfil two main functions
performed by two different departments. The first function is related to the exercising
and broadening of its foreign relations with other international institutions and
conducting research into international affairs (The Institute for Foreign Policy and
Strategic Studies). The second function is educating and training students who will be
selected to work for the Ministry and other related foreign-service ministries (The
Department of Education and Training).

2

The organization of the Academy is illustrated in the following table:
Table 1: Organization of the Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam

The requirement for DAV students' English proficiency level is very high. To be
qualified for a B.A degree, the students are required to complete a four-year program.
English is the only subject that they are required to pursue throughout their
undergraduate program, with the highest number of credits. In the first two years of the
program, students are taught general English, which is characterised by the four
integrated skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening and oral presentation skill.
The last two years focus on technical English, i.e. English for International Relations,
which include listening to the radio and watching television programs, newspaper
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reading comprehension and translation in the discipline of International Relations. The
students of the Faculty of English for International Relations, who will be the subjects
of this research follow the same program but have to learn English more intensively and
complete a greater number of credits for the English courses.
The translation courses at DAV are part of the compulsory English program of all
faculties. However, it is not officially introduced to the students until they enter their
third year. Within a 15-week semester, translation is taught for three hours per week.
Although the courses are taught by many senior teachers who have done their MA
degrees in either TEFL or International Relations at home and abroad, the quality of
translation training is far from satisfactory. The students are not well equipped with
professional knowledge such as the translation theories, translation techniques, the
ethics of the profession etc. in a systematic manner (Nguyen, 2006). Therefore, it is
time the Faculty of English pursued a more relevant translation program. This leads the
researcher to the next section, in which reasons for this study will be given.

2. Rationale
As Vietnam integrates into the world's arena, the demand for translators and
interpreters is greater every day. In addition, as said above, the main mission of DAV is
to train future diplomats for the country, who should acquire high language
competence, and translation is one of the essential skills. Improving translation courses
should, therefore, be one priority in the university's training strategy.
Macaro' s (2001) arguments in his study of learners' strategies serve as the fundamental
tenets of this research:
•

Learners will learn better if they are helped to identify the strategies they use, if
they come into contact with other possible strategies and if ways of deploying
them in combination are suggested.
4

•

Teachers need to know the strategies that their learners are using in order to
better understand some of the problems they may be encountering with their
language learning and in order to be able to adapt their teaching styles and
materials to the learners' needs (Macaro, 2001: 7).

As commented elsewhere in the preceding section, the teachers of the translation
program at DAV mostly carry out their teaching intuitively. Similarly, students also
translate a text in the same manner.

Therefore, understanding how students learn

translation and what strategies they use when they translate is of utmost significance to
teachers. With this understanding, teachers could adopt appropriate teaching methods
and offer the best help available to learners.
As no research studies have been conducted in DAV to investigate learners' strategies,
particularly in translation course, it leaves some space for the researcher to carry out
this study in the hope that it can contribute to helping teachers and learners of DAV
gain their respective objectives in translation courses.
It is the researcher's fervent hope that this study will contribute to the development of a

professional translation pedagogical methodology at DAV leading to an awareness of
what needs to be supplemented in introducing more effective teaching and learning
strategies in the classroom.
It will also lay a foundation for future researches in this discipline.

3. Objectives

The researcher has three objectives that she wishes to achieve in this research:
v' To find out how translation is being taught at DAV in terms of pedagogy.
v' To find out the differences in learning strategies between high achievers and low

achievers and the difficulties both groups of students encounter as well as the
good strategies they utilise.
5

./ To find out ways that teachers could help improve students' learning of
translation.

4. Research questions:
In order to achieve those stated objectives, my research attempts to address these three
questions:
./ What strategies do DAV teachers employ in teaching translation and how?
./ What strategies do high achievers and low achievers employ in doing and
learning translation?
./ Are the strategies taught followed by the students?

5. Scope of the study
Being a small-scale study, the research focuses on Vietnamese - English translation
only, i.e. translation from the students' first language to the foreign language. In
addition, this branch of translation is the focus of the whole translation course and is
normally perceived by the teachers and students at DAV as more challenging than
English - Vietnamese translation, which is already included in the Reading Course.
Already mentioned above, from the third year, students are to learn English for
International Relations in Reading, Listening and Translation courses, whose materials
are taken from domestic and foreign newspapers; TV, radio programs and diplomatic
documents. It can be concluded that the kind of translation DAV students learn is mass
media or journalistic translation, which is central to the research.

The subjects of the study are only third-year students in the Faculty of English since by
the time the research is carried out at DAV, they have completed Translation 1 and half
of Translation 2 courses. Therefore, they have, to a certain extent, gained a considerable
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amount of knowledge and techniques in translation studies. Also, it is hoped that having
involved in the study will help them have a deeper insight into their own translation and
use it in their next courses at DAV. The researcher believes that the findings of the
study will better help both unsuccessful and successful students in their translation, as
well as enhance their motivation and confidence in translation.
Data collection is done through interviews with teachers and students, and through
classroom observation. The process of the research can be roughly described in the
below diagram:
Table 2: Process of research
Faculty of English - Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam

Translation
teaching
strategies

weak
students'
translation
& learning
stratesdes
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The data elicited from each of these sources will be analysed and pooled together to
seek answers to the research questions. It is hoped that the findings will reveal the
teachers' teaching strategies, target students' learning strategies, their problems and
whether there is a mismatch between the strategies taught by the teachers and those
followed by the students.

6. Definition of terms
For the sake of readers' convenience, this is to clarify some key terms used in this study
in greater detail:

Translation: Translation is a written communication act or process that involves the
transfer of a message from one language to another, preserving the meaning and style of
the source language text. Translation is both a craft and a science. It is never finished.

Source language text: A text that is written in Vietnamese.
Target language text: A text that is written in English.
Translation learning strategies: A variety of techniques, approaches or deliberate
actions that students take in order to facilitate the learning of translation. They also refer
to the behaviours and thoughts that a learner engages in during translating that influence
his/her encoding process. These include both strategies used in and outside the
classroom.

Teaching strategies: A variety of instructional techniques, approaches teachers employ
to help learners learn better, including the meta-knowledge, meta-language which can
be used for students' effective learning.

8

7. Organization of the chapters
This thesis comprises five chapters. The first chapter introduces the background,
rationale, objectives and significance of the study. A brief description about DAV
where the research project is conducted is also provided.
The second chapter presents a review of various theoretical issues found in the
literature. Issues that are of relevance to the study will be included.
Chapter three describes the methodologies that are adopted in the study. It also provides
information about the research subjects, clarifies the research instruments employed in
the data acquisition for the study and how the data will be analyzed.
Chapter four showcases the analysis and interpretation of the findings arising from the
compilation of data accumulated from the research. In this chapter, the research
questions are answered.
Chapter five summarizes the findings of the research. Moreover, it puts forth a number
of good learning for students to refer to and teaching strategies for a systematic
translation teaching methodology that can most properly help learners learn translation.
The chapter also highlights the limitations of the research and recommendations for
further research in the discipline.

9

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides a brief review of some of the studies on translation theories; the
nature and process of translation; translation techniques/ methods. It also reviews
different research on learner strategies; its taxonomy; its importance in second/foreign
language learning and different approaches to learner strategies instruction.

1. What is translation?
Translation has been variously defined by many linguists and researchers in the field.
Attempts have been made for years to open up the mystery of translation.

Lewis (1958:265) writes that "translate" is formed from the Latin "trans+ latus", which
means "carried across". In the same sense, Foster (1958:1) considers translation as the
act of transferring through which the content of a text is transferred from the source
language (SL) into the target language (TL). Accordingly, only the content of the SL
text but nothing else is cared for. Catford (1965: 20) maintains that, "translation is the
replacement of textual material in one language by equivalent textual material in
another language". In this definition, the most important thing is equivalent textual
material; nonetheless, it is unclear in terms of the type of equivalence.

The term 'equivalence' was more commonly referred to in many researchers'
definitions. Nida (1984:83) holds that: "translation consists of reproducing in the
receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the source language message, first in
terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style."

10
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Bell ( 1995) shares with Nida the elements of mealling and stylistic equivalence in
translation when putting "Translation is the expression in another language (or target
language) of what has been expressed in another, source language, preserving semantic
and stylistic equivalence". Still keeping the idea of equivalence, he gave another
definition as the foundation for his whole book, which says "Translation is the
replacement of a representation of a text in one language by a representation of an
equivalent text in a second language".
The author continued and made the problem of equivalence very plain: Text in different
languages can be equivalent in different degrees (fully or partially equivalent), in
respect of different levels of presentation (equivalent in respect of context, of semantics,
of grammar, of lexis, etc.) and at different ranks (word-for-word, phrase-for-phrase,
sentence-for-sentence). He also explained it is apparent and has been for a very long
time indeed that the ideal of total equivalence is a chimera, i.e. impossible (Bell, 1995:
6). Languages are different in forms and meaning and are influenced by culture.
Distinct codes and rules regulate the construction of grammatical stretches of language
which in tum affects the meanings. For example, Vietnamese and English have
different alphabetical and grammatical systems and may share very few cultural
features. Hence, it may not be possible for the two languages to have complete
equivalents at all degrees and in all aspects.

Wilss (1982:3) points out:

Translation is a transfer process, which aims at the transformation of a written
SL text into an optimally equivalent TL text, and which requires the syntactic,
the semantic and the pragmatic understanding and analytical processing of the
SL (Wilss, 1982: 3, cited in Ordurari, 2008).
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"Optimally" suggests that what a translator can do is to try to translate as closely to the
SL text as possible and that an absolutely the same equivalence TL text is very hard to
achieve. The issues of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic understanding is then shared
by Bell who identifies the translation strategies to include syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic analysis among other features (Bell, 1995).

Steiner (1992) even asserts that language alters at every moment in perceived time. If
they occur in temporal sequence, no two statements are perfectly identical. He adds that
"time and language are intimately related: they move and the arrow is never in the same
place" (Steiner, 1992: 19). In his viewpoint, the schematic model of translation is one in
which a message from a SL passes into a receptor-language via a transformational
process. The barrier is the obvious fact that one language differs from the other, that an
interpretative transfer sometimes described as encoding and decoding, must occur so
that the message gets through.
Duff (1989: 3) suggests "Translation, as the process of conveying messages across
linguistic and cultural barriers, is an eminently communicative activity, one whose use
could well be considered in a wider range of teaching situation than may currently be
the case". As can be seen, he particularly sees the relevance of translation in a language
course and seems to believe that translation can be taught.

Considering the translator as a learner, Robinson (1997:49) states that "translation is an
intelligent activity involving complex processes of conscious and unconscious
learning". He maintains that, "translation is an intelligent activity, requiring creative
problem-solving in novel, textual, social, and cultural conditions".
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Spivak (1992: 398), considering translation as "the most intimate act of reading", writes
that, "unless the translator has earned the right to become an intimate reader, she cannot
surrender to the text, cannot respond to the special call of the text". Holding a different,
if not contrasting viewpoint, Kaur (2005) sees the act of translation as very close to a
writing process in approaches and features. In fact, she said, among the four language
skills, writing seems to come closest to translation. She also defines translation
basically as "a problem-solving task".

According to Bassnett (2003: 2), translation includes rendering an SL text to a TL text
"so as to ensure that 1) the surface meaning of the two will be approximately similar,
and 2) the structure of the SL will be preserved as closely as possible but not so closely
that the TL structures will be seriously distorted". This, in the case of Vietnamese
language as the SL and English as the TL, is arguable since the two language structures
are, most of the time, very different. It is difficult to preserve the structure of SL closely
and not to distort the TL. It sometimes is the case that translators have to seriously
distort the TL structures to be able to best transfer the SL text message.

Observing translation as a form of cross-cultural communication, Tianmin asserts that
"translation is simultaneous decontextualization and recontextualization, hence is
productive rather than reproductive . . . . Translation is never innocent." (Tianmin,
2000:1). Upon translating, the translator naturally encounters the SL text in a different
context from that of the author's when he/she wrote it. As s/he produces an equivalent
TL text, s/he again brings a different tone-value, a different context for it. Sugimoto
considering the cultural elements in translation, points out:

Simply speaking, translation is the exchange of one set of clothes for another set
of clothes that will cover the same meaning or thought. However, when we
13

think of translation culture, first we must understand its background and give
some thought to the age in which it was born. (Sugimoto, 2005:1)
This is an interesting, graphic definition of translation, in which it can be understood
rather simple and straightforward but sufficiently. A translator cannot ignore the
cultural elements and the SL text background when carrying out the act of translation.
Otherwise, its message as well as flavour will be distorted. However, "the same
meaning and thought", as Sugimoto puts it, is difficult to be maintained and can only be
seen in an ideal situation if the idea of equivalence is revisited.

Newmark (1988) gave translation a different definition in which he said "Translation is
a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written message and/or statement in one
language by the same message and/or statement in another language" (Newmark,
1988b:7). Newmark is among those who argued for translation to be considered as a
science in translating standardized language (technical terms, metaphor, idiom, proverb,
public notice, social phrase, giving dimension, performatives expressed in accepted
formulae) and as a craft and an art when it comes to translating non-standardized
language, language creatively used. According to Newmark, translation shares with the
arts and other crafts the feature that its standards of excellence can be determined only
through the informed discussion of experts or exceptionally intelligent laymen; no
popular acclaim can stamp the value of a translation any more than of a vase or a new
piece of music.
He also affirms that translation is for discussion, it is never finished and can always be
improved. Therefore, it may be concluded that there is no such a thing as 'one best last
translation'. Moreover, it is usually a good idea if people negotiate and discuss with
each other during or after translating.
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Amid the debates over whether translation is an art, a craft or a science, Gabr (2001)
considers translation both a craft and a science when he writes that "translation being a
craft on the one hand, requires training, i.e. practice under supervision, and being a
science on the other hand, has to be based on language theories".
However, Azizinezhad (2006) argues that translation itself is not a science because the
most salient characteristics of a science are precision and predictability. We can call
something a science only if it has scientific rules that work all the time. In fact,
scientific rules are so fixed and precise that they are not called rules anymore, but laws.
It can be argued that when producing a TL text, the rules of the TL, its structure and

syntactic rules, which are more fixed than flexible, cannot be ignored.

Rules in a

language system essentially assist readers to make sense of what a text means.
Based on the above definitions, the researcher will re-define the definition of translation
as follows:

Translation is a written communication act or process that involves the transfer
of a message from one language to another, preserving the meaning and style of
the SL text. Translation is both a craft and a science. It is never finished.
Translators need to consider the SL culture, the SL text background, the
author's intention when translating.
Having pointed out the concept of translation used in the research, the researcher will
further discuss what it means to be a good translation.

2. What is a good translation?

Various scholars have recommended an assortment of factors that a good translation
should take into consideration.
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For example, the French scholar, Dolet (1509-1546), as cited in Ordurari (2008),
suggests that, in order to produce an adequate translation, a translator should "avoid the
tendency to translate word for word", since word for word translation "misinterprets the
original content and spoils the beauty of its form".

Word for word translation does not seem to be considered as a good one by Nida (1964:
14), since such renderings, "generally make for a doubtful translation". Regarding
correctness of a translation Nida (1984: 185) points out:

Ultimately, however, the correctness of a translation must be determined not in
terms of the corresponding sets of words, but on the basis of the extent to which
the corresponding sets of semantic components are accurately represented in the
restructuring. This is essential if the resulting form of the message in the
receptor language is to represent the closest natural equivalent of the sourcelanguage text.
Nevertheless, Belloc (1931:22) believes that a good translation must possess the
potential of being evaluated "like a first-class native thing". He maintains that
translation must "consciously attempt the spirit of the original at the expense of the
letter". This roughly means good translation should sound natural and keep the flavour
of the SL text.

In contrast, Burton (1973: 13) indicates, one type of translation, namely the literal

translation, "is a lie; it is a fake and fraud"--rather than considered a good translation.

Echoing the similar idea of Nabokov (1964), Newmark points out that, "Literal
translation is the first step in translation, and a good translator abandons a literal version
only when it is plainly inexact or ... badly written. A bad translator will always do his
best to avoid translating word for word" Newmark (1988a: 76).
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Furthermore, Newmark affirms what he calls Nida's (1975) "classical definition of
translation as 'the reproduction of the closest natural equivalent of the source language
message,"' and maintains that, "in fact, this type of translation is distinguished by its
elegance and concision, its attention to a natural word order, to the deployment of
clauses and phrases more frequently used than their formal equivalents in the source
language, to the occasional unobtrusive distribution of the meaning of important
'untranslatable' words over two or three target language words or a clause: a good
translation is deft, neat, closely shadowing its original".

Nonetheless, Ordurari (2008) holds that a successful translation is one that attempts to
preserve "the appropriate stylistic resources of the target language." To add in, a good
translation, as McNamara (2002) notes, "must use the same register".

Abdellah (2002) points out that a good translation is one that carries all the ideas of the
original as well as its structural and cultural features. He also suggests other criteria for
a good translation; these include three main principles:

1. The knowledge of the grammar of the source language plus the knowledge of
vocabulary, as well as good understanding of the text to be translated.
2. The ability of the translator to reconstitute the SL text into the TL.
3. The translation should capture the style or atmosphere of the original text; it
should have all the ease of an original composition.
Therefore, it can be concluded that good translation is not usually just a question of
translating each word in tum of the source text into the target language. Nor does it
consist, however, of the translator skimming through the source text, putting it aside
and then jotting down the general idea of it in his or her own words in the target
language. In between the two extremes, there is a wide variety of techniques
(strategies), many of which translators will use intuitively for any given text.
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3. Translation strategies:
3.1.

Definition of translation strategy

A number of researchers have given different definitions of translation strategy, which
is illustrated in the below table:

Table 3: Definitions of translation strategies
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Therefore, in this study, the term 'strategy' will be described as or include techniques,
methods, and procedures used in the process of translation. Having clarified the nature

of strategies/procedures, it is now possible to address the question of translation
process.

3.2.

The process of translation:

Newmark (1988b:l44) presents three basic translation processes as follows:
!IIlterpretation and analysis of the SL texij

•
•

tfranslation procedure~
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Reformulation of the text in relation to the writer's intention, the readers' expectation,
the appropriate norms of the TL, etc.

Newmark (1988a: 11) starts the process of translation with interpretation and analysis of
the SL text. This is:
(1) to understand what it is about

(2) to analyze it fro!Il the translator's point of view, which is not the same as the
linguist's or a literary critic's.
Steiner ( 1992: 18) shares the point that "any thorough reading of a text out of the past

of one's own language and literature is a manifold act of interpretation". In the great
majority of cases, this act is hardly performed or even consciously recognized.
The courses of actions required in this process are included in this table:

Table 4: Steps in Interpretation and Analysis stage
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Newmark (1988b:30) provides a number of translation procedures, which can serve as
guidance for almost all kinds of translation, from whatever SL to a TL. Nonetheless, the
researcher will call them techniques as the word procedures might prompt a set of steps
being carried out in translation.

Table 5: Newmark's translation procedures
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The translating procedures, as depicted by Nida (1964), are as follows:

Table 6: Nida's translation procedures

Bell (1995) recognised that it is better to make sense of translation as a process rather
than a product. The procedure of translation in Bell's model includes:
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Table 7: Bell's translation procedures

The revision procedure, according to Newmark, may be concentrated or staggered
according to the situation. Revision or post-editing of the translated text (Gerding-Salas,
2000) is the last thing every translator should do to his translation and this is also a
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technique that needs to be acquired. Newmark suggests translators should spend on
revising 50-70% of the time they take on translating, depending on the difficulty of the
text. Revision is to assure the accuracy and naturalness of TL text (Newmark, 1988a).
It is unarguably true that the last procedure, revision, is of great importance to the act of

translation as it is in the process of writing. Students should be made aware of the
revision stage when they translate a text of any kind.

3.3.

Translation methods

Next is the choice of methodological options. Bell (1995) labels names for the two main
methods as literal and free translation, which can be seen in the table below:
Table 8: Bell's translation methods

· fort

Explaining the difference between translation methods and translation procedures,
Newmark (1988b:81) writes that, "[w]hile translation methods relate to whole texts,
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translation procedures are used for sentences and the smaller units of language". He
goes on to refer to the following methods of translation:

Table 9: Newmark's translation methods

Newmark (1988b:47-48) states that "only semantic and communicative translation fulfil
the two main aims of translation, which are first, accuracy, and second, economy". The
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basic difference between communicative and semantic language is the stress on
'message' and 'meaning'; 'reader' and 'author', 'utterance' and 'thought-processes'. In
general, a semantic translation is written at the author's linguistic level, a
communicative at the readership's". He also writes of a continuum existing between
"semantic" and "communicative" translation. Any translation can be "more, or less
semantic-more, or less, communicative--even a particular section or sentence can be
treated more communicatively or less semantically." Both seek an "equivalent effect" that is to produce the same effect (or one as close as possible) on the readership of the
translation as was obtained on the readership of the original. This author believes the
"equivalent effect" is the desirable result rather the aim of any translation.

The researcher will now move on to discuss the issue of teaching journalistic
translation.

4. Teaching journalistic translation

According to Li (2006), to improve the teaching of translation in general and
journalistic translation in particular, an integration of Gile's process-oriented approach
(1995) and Wilss's practice-oriented approach (1996) should be of great help.
Currently, teachers are taking mostly a product and/or practice oriented approach, in
which they strive to provide students with as many different types of translation tasks as
possible, hoping to familiarize them with the stylistic features and useful vocabularies
of different media texts. This would have worked well but for two reasons:
First, the time constraint makes it practically impossible to exhaust all the
different tasks of journalistic translation.
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Secondly, the translation market is fast changing. Apart from preparing our
students for the unpredictable, we also need to prepare them for the future.

For this purpose, the process-oriented approach can and must be integrated into the
teaching of journalistic translation. According to Gile (1993), the process-oriented
approach has the four basic characteristics.
During the process-oriented part of the course, trainees are considered as
students of translation methods rather than as producers of finished product.
Teachers take a normative attitude as far as the processes are concerned. As
regards the product, they put questions to the students whenever possible rather
than criticize them.
Processes are supported by theoretical models which explain and integrate them.
Problem diagnosis can be done partly by analyzing the product and partly by
putting questions to the students (Gile, 1993: 108).

However, Li (2006) adds that in the process-oriented approach, translation is considered
and learned as a reflective practice. Students are to reflect on their translations and their
process of translating, particularly the choices and decisions made and the strategies
used.
The gist of the reflective process-oriented approach is to, by drawing students' attention
to the processes and hence the methods of translation, help them develop decisionmaking and problem-solving abilities which are required of translators as thinkers. An
integrated approach to teaching journalistic translation, i.e, an integration of the
traditional product- and practice-oriented approach and the process-oriented approach,
will not only provide students with knowledge of the useful vocabularies and patterns
necessary in translating different kinds of journalistic texts, but also enable them to
develop understanding of the translation processes and methods, hence augmenting
their problem-solving abilities as translation practitioners and thinkers. Students trained
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in this model will generally have much greater professional confidence upon
completing the course.

Having discussed the way to teach journalistic translation, the researcher will move on
to the learners' strategies in translation and offer a literature review on how translation
strategies have been investigated.

5. Learners' strategies
5.1.

Definitions of learners' strategies

Since the early 1970s, researchers in the field of second language learning have been
interested in learner and learning strategies. This interest has led to a great amount of
research on a variety of aspects relating to those strategies. Leaming strategies have
become widely recognized throughout education in general (Oxford, 1990). Many
definitions of learners' strategies/ learning strategies/learning skills/learning-to-learn
skills, thinking skills or problem-solving skills have been given.
Early on, Tarone (1983:67) defined a learners' strategy as "an attempt to develop
linguistic and sociolinguistic competence in the target language -- to incorporate these
into one's inter-language competence".
Chamot (1987:71) believes learning strategies are techniques, approaches or
deliberate actions that students take in order to facilitate the learning and recall of both
linguistic and content area information.
Wenden & Rubin (1987:6) gives another definition in which he says "Learners
strategies refers to language learning behaviours learners actually engage in to learn
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and regulate the learning of a second language ... what they know about the strategies
they use . . . what they know about aspects of their language learning other than the
strategies they use ". They argue that the term strategies, in literature, have been
referred to as 'techniques', 'tactics', 'potentially conscious plans', 'conscious employed
operations' 'learning skills, basic skills, functional skills', 'cognitive abilities',
'problems-solving procedures'. These multiple designations point to the elusive nature
of the term.
According to Oxford ( 1990: 1), learning strategies are steps taken by students to
enhance their own learning, to make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more selfdirect, more effective and more transferable to new situations.
She maintains that strategies are especially important for language learning because
they are tools for active, self-directed involvement, which is essential for developing
communicative competence. Appropriate language learning strategies result in
improved proficiency and greater self-confidence.
O'Malley & Chamot (1999) present learning strategies as the special thoughts or
behaviors that individuals use to help them comprehend, learn or retain new
information.
Weistein and Mayer (1986) said learning strategies are the behaviors and thoughts that
a learner engages in during learning that are intended to influence the learner's
encoding process (as cited in Macaro, 2001).
Ellis ( 1986: 165) views strategies for learning and strategies for using, including
communication strategies or "devices for compensating for inadequate resources", as
quite different manifestations of a more general phenomenon which he calls learner
strategies. He argues that it is even possible that successful use of communication
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strategies may actually prevent language learning since skilful compensation for lack of
linguistic knowledge may obviate the need for learning.
Finally, building on work in her book for teachers (Oxford, 1990a), Oxford (1992/1993)
provides specific examples of language learning strategies and this helpful definition:
... language learning strageties -- specific actions, behaviours, steps, or
techniques that students (often intentionally) use to improve their progress in
developing L2 skills. These strageties can facilitate the internalization, storage,
retrieval, or use of the new language. Strategies are tools for the self-directed
involvement

necessary for

developing

communicative

ability

(Oxford,

1992/1993: 18).

From these definitions, a change over time may be noted: from the early focus on the
product of language learning strategies (linguistic or sociolinguistic competence), there
is now a greater emphasis on the processes and the characteristics of language learning
strategies. At the same time, we should note that language learning strategies are
distinct from learning styles, which refer more broadly to a learner's "natural, habitual,
and preferred way(s) of absorbing, processing, and retaining new information and
skills" (Reid, 1995: viii), though there appears to be an obvious relationship between
one's language learning style and his or her usual or preferred language learning
strategies.

5.2.

Features of language learning strategies

Key features of language learning strategies are summarized by Oxford ( 1990) below:

Table 10: Features of language learning strategies
1. Contribute to the main goal, communicative competence
2. Allow learners to become more self-direct
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3. Expand the role of teachers
4. Are problem-oriented
5. Are specific actions taken by the learner
6. Involve many aspects of the learner, not just the cognitive
7. Support learning both directly and indirectly.
8. Are not always observable.
9. Are often conscious
10. Can be taught.
11. Are flexible
12. Are influences by a variety of factors.

According to Macaro (2001), there are many independent variables or factors in
strategy use, which influence learning strategies. They are: motivation, sex, age
background and cultural differences, aptitude, learning styles and beliefs about
language learning and teacher's teaching style.

5.3.

Taxonomy of learners' strategies

Language Learning Strategies have been classified by many scholars (Wenden and
Rubin 1987; O'Malley et al. 1985; Oxford 1990; Stem 1992; Ellis 1994, etc. ).
However, most of these attempts to classify language learning strategies reflect more or
less the same categorizations of language learning strategies without any radical
changes. In what follows, Rubin's (1987), Oxford's (1990) and Stem's (1992)
taxonomies of language learning strategies will be discussed:
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5.3.1. Rubin's Classification of Language Learning Strategies

Rubin, who pioneered much of the work in the field of strategies, makes the distinction
between strategies contributing directly to learning and those contributing indirectly to
learning. According to Rubin (1987), there are three types of strategies used by learners
that contribute directly or indirectly to language learning. These are included in this
table below:
Table 11: Rubin's Classification of Language Learning Strategies
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5.3.2. Oxford's Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL)
There are literally hundreds of different, yet often interrelated, language learning
strategies Oxford (1990). She has developed a fairly detailed list of learning strategies
in her taxonomy, it is useful to summarise it briefly here:
Table 12: Oxford's Strategy Inventory for Language Learning
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First, Oxford (1990:15) distinguishes between direct learning strategies, "which directly
involve the subject matter", i.e. the L2 or FL, and indirect learning strategies, which "do
not directly involve the subject matter itself, but are essential to language learning
nonetheless". Second, each of these broad kinds of learning strategies is further divided
into learning strategies groups. Oxford outlines three main types of direct learning
strategies.
For example, memory strategies "aid in entering information into long-term memory
and retrieving information when needed for communication". Cognitive strategies "are
used for forming and revising internal mental models and receiving and producing
messages in the target language". Compensation strategies "are needed to overcome
any gaps in knowledge of the language".
Three types of indirect learning strategies, according to Oxford, are: meta-cognitive
strategies which "help learners exercise 'executive control' through planning, arranging,
focusing, and evaluating their own learning". Affective strategies "enable learners to
control feelings, motivations, and attitudes related to language learning". Finally, social
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strategies "facilitate interaction with others, often in a discourse situation" (Oxford,

1990:18).

5.3.3. Stern's Classification of Language Learning Strategies

According to Stem (1992:262-266), there are five main language learning strategies.
These are as follows:
Table 13: Stern's Classification of Language Learning Strategies
1.
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Having presented the different theories on learner strategies, the researcher decided to
use Oxford's Classification of Language Learning Strategies (SILL) as the framework
for her analysis since this taxonomy seems to best describe the strategies in translation.
It provides the clearest and most detailed classification of learning strategies, called

direct and indirect strategies. Other researchers' taxonomies all seem to be covered by
Oxford's.
The strategies or procedures provided by Newmark (1988a, 1988b) and others represent

direct strategies in Oxford's terms. Nevertheless, it is very important in all kinds of
learning that learners have indirect strategies to monitor, control and evaluate his/her
own learning.
Below is the adaptation of Newmark's translation procedures and Oxford's SILL,
which will be used for the students' TAPs analysis:
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Table 14: Adaptation of Newmark's translation procedures and Oxford's SILL
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5.4.

Investigating the learners' translation strategies in the classroom

According to Macaro (2001), finding out learners' strategies is hard but it does not
mean that one should give up. There are many ways to investigate the 'black box' learn about learners' strategies such as by observing students as they do their task, using
questionnaires, students' diaries/journals, task-based self-reports, think-aloud protocols
(students are asked to provide a synchronic commentary), retrospective commentary of
how they do the job, looking for traces (Macaro, 2001: 21). Every method has its
limitations and advantages. In this research, student interviews and think-aloud
protocols (TAPs) will be used to investigate the students' translation strategies.

5.4.1. Think-aloud techniques
According to Nunan (1992:117), "think-aloud techniques, as the name suggests, are
those in which subjects complete a task or solve a problem and verbalise their thought
processes as they do so". Using this technique, the researcher will collect the thinkaloud protocols on a tape recorder and then analyse them for the thinking strategies.
Think-aloud technique is closer than retrospective techniques to the mental action in
which subjects think back on actions performed at some prior time.
Kvedyte et al. (2005) explain that insofar as it is not possible to directly observe the
human mind at work, a number of attempts have been made at indirectly accessing the
translator's mind. One such attempt, which has been steadily gaining ground in
translation research, has been to ask the translators themselves to reveal their mental
processes in real time while carrying out a translation task. Such a method of data
collection is known as "thinking aloud". They believe that TAPs have become a major
instrument in process-oriented translation studies (Kvedyte et al.,2005).
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According to Kussmaul and Tirkkonen (1995), in addition to increasing our potential
for describing and explaining the processes of translation, and thus our theoretical
understanding, these analyses have at least two pedagogical purposes.
( 1)

The strategies observed in the TAPs may serve as models for successful

translating.
(2)

If students training to become translators are used as subjects, TAPs may

be used to find out where they have problems. The results of the analyses can
then form a basis for translation pedagogy (Kussmaul and Tirkkonen, 1995).
Further, one might argue that teachers of translation already know which strate&ies to
recommend to their students. From years of experience they know what their students
need. This may be true to some extent, but teaching experience shows that teachers
sometimes draw the wrong conclusions from students' translations. They may, for
instance, have the impression that students have problems with text-comprehension
while, when talking to them, it is found that they actually have problems expressing
what they had understood. TAPs can help teachers to see problems more clearly.

5.4.2. Ways to carry out think-aloud protocols
The two researchers present two ways of TAPs: monologue and dialogue protocols.
Nonetheless, they claim that monologue protocols are still predominantly the main tool
for gaining access to the translation process. It is very well suited for translation process
research because there is a close affinity between translating and thinking aloud. Since
translation is by its very nature a linguistic process, the verbalisations externalised
linguistically structured information available in short-term memory.
Kussmaul and Tirkkonen (1995) also suggest that TAP data provide rich material on
which a variety of hypotheses can be tested and research with a variety of aims can be
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pursued. In such rich data, however, little thing can be found unless one at least vaguely
know what one is looking for.
However, they assert that monologue protocols do have disadvantages in that they
contained a large amount of trivial data and that the process of selecting target language
items, weighing alternatives one against the other, and deciding in favour of one
particular translation equivalent remained unverbalized. With increasing cognitive load,
that is, when the subjects are deep in thought "they tend to stop verbalising or they
provide less complete verbalisations". In TAPs this is reflected in pauses. On the other
hand, subjects seem to stop verbalising when they have to do little thinking, i.e. with
decreasing cognitive load. This is the case when they perform routine tasks. Since
problem solving often has become routine for professional translators, protocols
produced by them tend to contain few verbalisations. Especially, advanced learners or
professional translators do not talk about translating, they just translate, even without
much pausing. (Kussmaul and Tirkkonen, 1995: 180).
What is more, although the researcher may try his/her best to make the participants feel
at ease, they may still suffer from some pressure and say what they think they should
not say what they really think. Also, the researcher's prompts may incidentally be a
guide for them, which may result in unoriginal outcome.
Nunan also points out the drawback of TAPs, in which he questions whether the
verbalisation accurately reflects the mental processes which normally underlie such
problem-solving tasks. The possibility is that the results are in some ways arti-facts of
the procedures they have used (Nunan, 1992).
Despite all the arguments against TAPs, if the TAP interviews are carefully carried out,
with some prior training or modelling, they can still serve as a very good source for
researchers to learn about students' thinking processes and what they do when they
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translate a SL text, especially when they really know what they try to look for. Many
researchers have successfully applied TAPs in their studies of translation processes,
among whom are Konigs (1987), Krings (1986), LOrscher (1986), Kussmaul and
Tirkkonen (1995) (Kussmaul and Tirkkonen, 1995: 198), and Kaur (2005).

5.4.3. Steps for a think-aloud protocol
The normal procedure for eliciting the data from a think-aloud protocol, as for Macaro
(2001), is to take the following steps:
Table 15: Macaro's steps for a think-aloud protocol
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This has some features in common with what Kussmaul and Tirkkonen ( 1995) say
about the conditions for a TAP activity to be successful. They explain that since talking
to oneself is normally not a natural thing to do, the subjects should be given a chance to
get used to this behaviour in a "warming-up phase." In order to make the situation less
artificial, the experimenter may be present and listen "quietly but attentively". In
addition, the atmosphere in which the experiment takes place should be stress-free and
the subjects should not have the feeling that they are being criticised for their
translations.

The researcher has reviewed a number of studies on the definitions of translation;
translation strategies; features of journalistic translation; features of good translation;
definitions of learner's strategies; their features, taxonomies and the investigation into
translation strategies. In the next chapter, the researcher will present the methodology
used in this study, which concerns subjects of the study, instruments for data collection
and method of data analysis.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the research methodology employed in the study. It describes the
context of the study; the subjects involved; the instruments for data collection; the
procedure of data collection and analysis.

1. Restatement of the research questions:
As stated in part 4 of chapter I, this study aims at answering the following questions:
a) What strategies do the DAV teachers employ in teaching translation and how?
b) What strategies do high achievers and low achievers employ in doing and
learning translation?
c) Are the strategies taught followed by the students?

2. Context of the study
The research is conducted in a translation course of the Faculty of English, Diplomatic
Academy of Vietnam. The Faculty of English is in charge of teaching English courses
for all other faculties' and its own students - majoring in English for International
Relations. At present, it is home to more than 10 permanent staff members, most of
whom have done or are doing their MA or Ph.D in TEFL, linguistics or international
relations. Furthermore, they are constantly improving their teaching expertise by joining
numerous non-degree training courses and workshops both at home and abroad. The
number of students who take English as their major is approximately 450. However,
only over 110 of them are taking courses in English for International Relations (a kind
of ESP), among which translation is a compulsory course. They are grouped in three
sections KlA, KlB, KlC based on their final scores after finishing the three-semester
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general English program. Section KlA is home to the top 32 students, KlB the
following 35 students and Kl C the bottom rest.

3. Subjects of the study
The subjects of this study are 20 students of the Faculty of English and 1 teacher, who
is teaching translation at the Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam (DAV).

3.1.

Teacher

There are about 40 teachers, permanent and non-permanent, working for the Faculty of
English but only a few of whom are involved in teaching translation. One teacher, who
is in charge of the third year translation course in the Faculty, was chosen and requested
to take part in the study. He is a well-trained Vietnamese teacher and has a lot of
experience in the field of translation studies.

3.2.

Students

Among over 110 students, ten high achievers and ten low achievers from different
sections, were targeted for the study as 20 samples, which was divided into Group A
and Group B respectively. This choice was based on their mid-term translation test
scores, which had been given and evaluated by their teacher with such criteria as getting
the message through, correct grammar, appropriate word choice and expression. The ten
high achievers were those whose mid-term scores range from 7.5 to 9, the low
achievers' from 4 to 5.5. All subjects were in their last half of the sixth semester, which
means they had done 4 courses in general English and 1 and a half courses in English
for International Relations. One more translation course was still to be completed.
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4. Instruments for data collection
In order to answer the three research questions, different research instruments were
designed and used so that the researcher can see the matters in triangulation. Interviews
with the teacher and 20 students were carried out to learn about the teaching and
learning strategies. Think-aloud protocol interviews were conducted with the students
to better explore their translation process. The researcher also observed three classes of
the teacher involved to more closely examine the teaching and learning strategies of the
subjects.

4.1.

English mid-term tests

The researcher used the third-year students' mid-term test scores for the selection of 10
high achievers and 10 low achievers. This test was given two weeks before the data
collection began at the DAV.
Normally, the translation mid-term test includes two parts, one English-Vietnamese and
one Vietnamese-English translation tasks. These parts were marked separately.
Therefore, it was not difficult to choose the ones who did the Vietnamese-English
translation part best and worst.

4.2.

Classroom observation

Classroom observation was conducted with three third-year sections to get a broad view
of translation instruction situation at the Faculty of English for International Relations.
The observation preceded the teacher interview. Selected for observations are three
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classes of the teacher that the researcher planned to interview. Three observations were
videotaped so that the researcher can bank her analysis on the records and make sure
the least activities in the class were missed. The classroom observations aim at
investigating:
./ What translation strategies DAV translation teachers introduce.
./ Whether translation is taught as a process or product.
./ What and how learning and teaching activities take place in the class.
This was tended to be a semi-structured observation so a clear list of categories
designed before the observation was looked at. More details if any were added to the
list. Field notes were also taken as the observation process went on.
A tentative list of what were looked at during classroom observation 1s given in
Appendix I.

4.3.

Interviews

Interviews were conducted with both the teacher and the 20 students. These interviews
were semi-structured interviews, which had a structured overall framework but allowed
for greater flexibility. A list of open-ended questions was designed and followed along
the interviews. However, as the interviews went on, the researcher spontaneously came
up with questions that sprang to her mind and were worth asking and seeking answers
to. All interviews were conducted in Vietnamese, recorded and later translated into
English .

./ Teacher interview:
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One translation teacher was requested to take part in the interviews. He is the one
whose classes had been observed. The interview aimed at learning about the strategies
he taught in the translation course and the reason for using them; the process of a
typical translation lesson; his perception of difficulties the students have in translation;
what advice he would give students for better acquisition of the translation skill.
Teacher interview script is included in Appendix IV .

./ Student interview
The researcher chose 20 students in the course, ten top and ten bottom students, based
on their mid-term test scores. The interviews seek to investigate their perception of
translation as an activity since this considerably affects their translating. Through the
interviews, the researcher wanted to find out their difficulties in learning translation, the
strategies they find most useful, what they do after class to help them learn translation
better and lastly whether translation skill is important for them. The interviews also aim
at identifying the differences between successful and unsuccessful students in learning
translation so the questions were almost the same for all the interviewees.
Students' interview script is included in Appendix V.

4.4.

Think-aloud protocols (TAPs)

TAPs have become a major instrument in process-oriented translation studies to learn
about translators' thinking process (Kvedyte et al.,2005). Kussmaul and Tirkkonen
(1995) also allege that knowledge of successful processes is valuable in translator
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training and in any efforts aimed at reforming existing professional practices. In order
to have a deeper view into the students' translation process, the researcher used T APs
for her data collection.
Macaro's (2001) TAPs steps were followed. The researcher is aware that this method
has limitations in the way that the students may concentrate too much on what they are
thinking rather than on translating, they may be anxious or start planning the task before
the tape recorder is switched on. Greatest effort was made to avoid these pitfalls.
Prompts were given and designed carefully so that students did not bank on them to
give information. Also, the students were asked to do their best, take the task seriously,
not just as an experiment, which is of no interest to them.
The TAPs interviews took place before the other interviews with the students. These
interviews were conducted one by one and recorded with the students' approval. The
task was not given until the students were ready for recording. It is guaranteed that they
did not know what text their friends had done and how they had done it. The students
were allowed to use whatever they have to help them translate when necessary.
The TAPs interview transcripts are given in Appendix VI.

5.

Method of data analysis

As this is a qualitative research, all the data collected were integrated and analysed
qualitatively.
To investigate the translation strategies used by the participants in this study, the
researcher first analysed the transcripts of the TAPs and then mapped them on to
Oxford's (1990) SILL; and Newmark's translation process to find out whether these
strategies were used by them and also to find out the other strategies used which were
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not given in Oxford's (1990) SILL and Newmark's theory. Also, the strategies used by
the two groups of students drawn from the T APs and separate interviews were
categorised and analysed. Patterns that emerged from the responses were described,
analysed and compared.
Classroom observation report was made to further describe teaching and learning
strategies. Result of teacher interview was also noted down and categorised to see
whether there is a match or mismatch between teaching and learning.

The researcher has looked at the context of the study, its subjects, the data collection
instruments and ways of analysing them. The following chapter will present the
analysis of the data, based on which conclusions will be drawn on DAV students'
strategies in translation and in learning the skill; DAV translation teachers' teaching
strategies and whether there is a mismatch between translation teaching and learning at
DAV.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presented and discussed the findings that were collected from the
interviews with the two sample groups (Group A and Group B) and the teacher. The
TAP interviews and classroom observation were also implemented. The following is the
outline of this chapter:
~

Analysis of interview data

~

Analysis of TAP interviews

~

Report on classroom observation

~

Conclusion about the findings with reference to the research questions.

1. Analysis of interview data
1.1.

Teacher interview

The teacher of the translation course, whose classes had been observed, was requested
for an interview. The interview was conducted in Vietnamese and was later translated
into English. It lasted for about 20 minutes and focused on the following questions:
1. What is translation in your point of view?
2. How do you carry out a translation class? And why?

3. What translation strategies do you teach the students?
4. What difficulties do you think the students encounter in translation?
5. What other strategies do you recommend the students so that they can improve
their learning of translation?
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Summaries of the responses from the teacher are provided in the tables below:
Table 16: Definition of translation - teacher viewpoint

Question 1: What is translation in your point of view?

Resjionse

According to this interview, the teacher believes translation as an activity of
transferring two elements: the author's message and the SL text's language. This may
indicate that these two elements are the centre of his instruction in the translation
course. Translation is not word for word, structure for structure but it is the author's
message or the content that matters.
A related issue was raised: whether the teacher sees translation is a science or an art.
His response was: 'Both. Because translation requires both preciseness and

creativeness and creativeness is not science but art. If translation is transferring the
author's message in a way that is understandable to the readers then creativeness is
indispensible. It is impossible to transfer the SL 100% into the TL without adding or
subtracting some part. That's where creativeness comes along'. This may indicate that
he is quite flexible in the matter as he considers creativeness a natural requirement in
translation. Accordingly, translator can make changes to the SL in order to have a
comprehensible and sensible TL text.
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Table 17: How a translation class is carried out
Question 2: How do you carry out a translation class?

The information from this response shows that the teacher follows quite a good model
of a traditional class - revising the previous lesson and then introducing the new lesson.
Students' work is carefully corrected, focusing on the issue of completeness in meaning
and preciseness in language use. There, however, does not seem to be many activities in
the class, no dynamics and no discussion. It is felt that he takes the product-oriented
approach in translation instruction where the teacher is the centre and the talker and the
students' mistakes are the lesson of the day. This is further discussed in the report on
classroom observation.

Table 18: Introduced translation strategies
Question 3: What translation strategies do you teach the students?
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As indicated in the table, quite a few strategies are introduced in the translation classes,
which include: reading and comprehending the SL text, maintaining the author's
message, writing the TL text in correct grammar and natural manner. These are the very
basic and essential strategies that translation learners need to acquire, among which
transferring the text content is always the vital task. It is surprising to hear that the
students are only required to write correct English grammatically. At word-level, the
teacher introduced discrimination strategy, raising the awareness towards word choice
in the TL.

Table 19: Teacher's perception over students' difficulties
Question 4: What difficulties do you think the students encounter in transkltion?

When asked about the students' difficulties in translation, the teacher shares that the
students' English (target language) proficiency remains the major problem. Their
problems, according to him, lie in the writing skill, which was earlier in the interview
identified as the main activity of translation. Ll transfer was believed to be the
justification for their poor writing skill. He also pointed out that their English grammar
knowledge was quite limited. To clarify this point, he put that many of them do not
know how to write a sentence with correct subject - verb agreement. He also
maintained that these difficulties should be tackled since the students were in their first
and second year.
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Table 20: Recommended strategies for learning translation

Question 5: What other strategies do you recommend the students so that they can
improve their learning of translation?

·.•· lle!f!onse

•; i~lfIR~~·· •1;~~1·· · ·
shoqld tiSe it wiselyfot

t~~~ ~rove their writ'
to d6verbalize.the SL
it. . \then
. . . . . . . ······writin
· . . ·. g in. th~
· •· • . •. .

A number of recommendations for the students to improve their translation skill are
given. The teacher emphasises the need to read more books and newspapers in English
since it will, according to him, enrich their vocabulary and help improve their writing.
Another strongly-advised strategy, which is done in the process of translating, is to
deverbalize the SL text after reading it to avoid being affected when writing the TL text.
He also believes that students need to improve English grammar knowledge to translate
better.

1.2.

Student interviews

As presented in the third chapter, 20 students were selected from over 110 based on
their highest and lowest scores in the mid-term test. They were then divided into two
groups: Group A consists of 10 top students and Group B 10 bottom students. For
convenience of data summarising and discussing, they were numbered from Al to AlO
and B lto B 10. All the interviews were conducted in Vietnamese and later on translated
into English. Each lasted for about 10 minutes. A summary of students' responses is
given in the tables below. The interview concentrated on the following questions:
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1. What is translation in your point of view?
2. The teacher introduces various translation strategies in class. What strategies

do you find most useful?
3. What difficulties do you encounter when you translate a text?
4. What do you usually use to help you translate?
5. What do you do after class to help you learn translation better?

6. Do you think translation skill is important for you? And why?

Below are the summaries of the students' responses to the above questions:

Table 21: Definition of translation - students' viewpoint

Al

Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text while ensuring
faithfulness, completeness and naturalness. Faithfulness means the translator
must be loyal to the SL text content. Completeness refers to the sufficiency of
the transferring of meaning, the word choice. Naturalness means the TL text
must sound as if written by a native speaker.

· .A2
A3

Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text but not word by word. It
must base on the situation and collocation. A translated text must keep the SL
text content, style and be natural.

A4
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Naturidri~s§~
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/
.
..... . ......................... ..
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AS

Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text. We need to understand
the message of the author and try to transfer it as close to the original text as
possible in the smoothest way ... we should know who the readers are to use
appropriate words.

A6
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A7

Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text while ensuring
faithfulness, completeness and naturalness. Faithfulness means the translator
must be loyal to the SL text content. Completeness refers to the word choice
and collocation.
Transl~!ion is a..pr2G~s

pf njij~\4fi~g fu11)llt11 pgpt<?nt

~~a
~························
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A9

Translation means to transfer a text from one language into another. Different
languages express the same thing in different ways. Therefore, translation
must ensure honesty. The most important thing is to put ourselves in the
position of the reader . . . to make the translated text most understandable to
the readers.

A10 .

Transl~!ion means .f9trans\~2:~£riSxt:t£~11textw@ll~~~g ... . x . """'.......,...
messa~~~

Low achievers

Bl
Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text while maintaining the
content completely and precisely.

. Tr~~!li?n m
content;

B4

content of the text.

Translation is wlieB we ifkilsletl aiexi rrom nfie(····
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whether the 1L text souods ~(. . .
·
B6

Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text. The translator needs to
have knowledge about the text, and write a reader-friendly TL text.

B7 · · ·
BS

Translation means to transfer a text from one language to another, maintaining
the content and the author's implications.
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basing ~A. the situation ~·--. . . -c:c..,.,.••

content6f

th~SLteXt,

BlO

Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text in written form. We have
to keep the content of the text and the author's message.

As can be seen from the table, all 20 students share the fundamental definition of
translation, among whom eight low achievers and two high achievers just gave a
general definition as they said that: Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text
while maintaining the content of the text. This indicates that they have the basic
understanding about the activity of translating. However, the high achievers are able to
point out the requirements namely faithfulness, completeness or preciseness and
naturalness (Al, A3, A4, A6, A7) and what they mean. One low achiever (B5) also
mentions naturalness as one criterion that translator must satisfy. Student A8 even
presents that translation is a process of transferring languages. It is a pleasant surprise
to learn that some students (A5, A8, A9, B6) are aware of readership in translation and
two students (A8, A9) are aware of cultural issue in translation. One low achiever (B6)
emphasises the need to have knowledge about the SL text to translate well.
Table 22: Most useful strategies for students

Al

It's the choice of words. I learn that words must go together in a phrase, I
can't just combine words in whatever way I want.

A2

We need· to read the ·s~ ~~i~ lt§p~po&i!~ arid • . • cd~~!j~~ ~~t;!her jt· needs
restructuti~g; omitting, addirigl i?~!f:ef: the word
~at: and try to

make th<j;aL text sound natur4f!!~~~language~
A3

cqgtfii

What I like most is that he teaches us how to differentiate between words with
the same meaning, which is very difficult.
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~~is picked up to

· A4

translation.and .
AS

My teacher often provides us with very PRO words which sounds very
English. No repetition of words and ideas. We can use dictionary of synonyms
but we should notice its meanings and register. Sometimes, the author aims to
repeat the idea for emphasis but we still need to have sensible change to avoid
boredom ...
My teacher also reminded us of the preciseness, compactness and avoiding
wordy translation because Vietnamese often have lengthy way of expression.
He teaches us how to translate titles with four rules. Firstly, no TO BE.
Secondly, minimise the number of verbs used. No continuous tenses but
instead, using present perfect, simple present tenses or using infinitive to
express future. Or we could use nouns only in headline but still manage to
keep the full meaning. And use common terms in press to make it impressive.

A7

· . As

The good translation must be grammatically correct with Subject - Verb Object structure. We must use collocation dictionary, not invent expression by
ourselves. He advises us against using words with general meaning like give
or be.
tQat. i~

t9 epswi<· ·

J?
A9

Understanding the message of the text is the most important.

AlO
Low achievers

Bl

B2

It's the collocations, the combination of words ... And if the sentence is too
long, we can divide them into smaller parts.

B3

Actually.not much. I thiil.kit[~ Wl!11~ alibi.it cdllbca,ti9P§~;i~,have to
n ..........<>·.·..
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.
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I learnt about how to use words, for example there are many words with the
same meaning but different usage in different situations. I also learnt to
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change the complicated Vietnamese sentences into simpler ones so that I can
translate better.

BS

First before translating, we need to understand the text and be able to
summarise it in our words. During the process we have to consider the
structure and the use of words.

BlO

It's the choice of words in writing; words must go together in a phrase, not
alone.

The above table suggests that the majority of students appreciate the discrimination
strategy of choosing the closest equivalent term in TL (six high achievers and nine low
achievers). Recalling the teacher interview and the earlier part of the students'
interviews, this is what he always stresses. Besides, it can be said that the high
achievers find more effective and more varied strategies than the low achievers,
including restructuring the SL text, understanding the SL text in pre-translation stage;
writing a complete, natural and compact TL text (A2, A5, A6, A7, AB, A9). Students
A2, A7, AB also praise the strategy of writing a grammatically correct translation.
Ensuring the naturalness of the TL text is a much-loved technique with three students
appreciating (A2, A6, AlO). Student A5 also points out that the method of translating
the title of an article is very effective to her.
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Meanwhile, only four low achievers find other strategies than word choice useful,
namely restructuring the SL text, understanding the SL text and writing the TL text
naturally (B4, B5, B8, B9). These are actually the natural stages in translation rather
than the specific strategies used in the process of translation. Responses to the second
question also reveal that one high achiever (A4) and three low achievers (B5, B7, B9)
do not see any strategy effective or they do but cannot implement due to their English
ability.
Table 23: Difficulties encountered by students

Al

Well, I have difficulty when I meet slangs, idioms or flowery words, I can't
find equivalents for them. The choice of words is also problematic, I mean the
collocations and pragmatics.

A3

First, many words are new to me, however that's not very important because I
have dictionaries. Second, it's the combination of words, I mean collocations.
And we need to write the TL text as native speakers do. I haven't been able to
do that well. One more difficulty is the Vietnamese language texts, which are
often unorganised and unintelligible, I often have to restructure the text before
I translate.

A4
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AS

For Vietnamese-English translation, my difficulty is that the Vietnamese
people often use lengthy expressions with repetitions, obscurities or
exaggerations. Sometimes, reporters failed to understand the nature of the
issue but use words favoured by the crowd.
Secondly, the way of thinking of Vietnamese people is pretty much different
from that of English people. So, sometimes, I have to consider the use of
language, how to transfer it nicely. Also, some words are new to me. Some
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expressions are strange and thus I find it difficult to translate.

A7

First, Vietnamese language text is quite incoherent and difficult to read, I
often have to analyse before translating. Second, the English collocations are
very complicated. Word use is hard to master. It's also not easy to make the
translation sound English.

AS '

Firstly; Vietnamese text.is 2~9!!
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My biggest difficulty is looking for equivalent terms or expressions in
English. Very often I understand the message but how to express it remains a
question.
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The biggest difficulty is vocabulary, many new words to me. Sometimes I
know the words but don't know how to combine them with other words to
make sentences though I understand the Vietnamese text. And many
sentences in the Vietnamese text are very long and difficult to translate.
Cutting them up is not easy either. My grammar is not good and I think I
haven't been able to escape from the Vietnamese thinking when I write an
English version .
~y ne}!words for 1lle. ld<ll~~~g}¥'1ow tcittansfe~§Qpexpressions.
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There are many words that are new to me. I don't know how to transfer some
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expressions. English is a difficult subject for me.a

B6

I depend too much on the SL text that's why my translation is just like a
combination of words, I translate word by word. I understand the Vietnamese
text but cannot write an equivalent English version ... We do one text and
know that text only, we cannot apply the techniques in other texts. We still
haven't gained the skill. We need to work on basic theory, work with texts
which have common structures so that we can apply what we learn widely.
The course needs to be more systematic.

BS

Sometimes I forget words I know, or I meet new words. And sometimes
Vietnamese language is complicated. One word can be translated into many
English words, then we have to consider and select.

BlO

First, my English vocabulary is not big, there are many new words for me,
especially in the field of politics, I mean the technical words. Second, my
writing is bad too. I think it will take long before I can write as a native
speaker does.

As revealed in the table, vocabulary-related issues bring about most of the difficulties
encountered by both high achievers and low achievers. Most admit that their vocabulary
is still limited and that they have not been able to use words efficiently. However, group
B students have more problems with the meaning of words, while group A meet
difficulties with the way to combine them in a phrase and the meaning aspects of words.
English grammar remains a big problem for many low achievers (Bl, B2, B3, B5, B7,
B9) but for only one high achiever (A4). Therefore, the demand for natural writing in
English seems to be beyond the low achievers' capability as expressed by student B6,
B7, BIO. Students A3, A7 and AIO also find it hard to write as naturally as English
people. Student B6 even voiced that he has not gained the skill of translation and
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expected that the course should introduce more strategies in a systematic manner with
theory and practice going hand in hand.
Enormous difficulties lie in understanding the source language - Vietnamese, as three
group B students (B2, B3, B8) and six group A students (A3, AS, A6, A7, A8, AlO)
share that Vietnamese language is quite lengthy, vague and sometimes flowery.
Vietnamese texts have lots of repetitions, obscurities or exaggerations, which hinder
them from understanding the SL before they translate. This is also the point that
Gerding-Salas (2000) made -

"the first problem is related to reading and

comprehension ability in the source language". Coupled with that, students Al, AS, A6,
B2 and B3 also pointed out that cultural and linguistic differ~nces make it hard for them
to transfer the language. ff they were to maintain the complex sentences in the English
translation, the target readers might become confused. Therefore, it can be said that the
students do consider the differences between Vietnamese and English when translating.
Only one high achiever mentioned background knowledge of the SL text as an obstacle
for her in translation.
Table 24: Tools for translation

Al

I use Vietnamese-Vietnamese dictionary to learn the true meaning of
Vietnamese words because sometimes I am not clear about my mother tongue.
And of course Oxford Advanced learner's dictionary, Collocations dictionary.
I also use the internet to look up the phrases, proper names, some people's
titles or names of organisations.

I use English - English dictionary, English - Vietnamese dictionary,
Collocations dictionary, Dictionary of Synonyms. I stay in the dorm and don't
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have laptop so I don't have access to the internet but I think the internet can
be a very good facility for translation.

AS

At home, I use Lac-Viet dictionary (an electric dictionary program) or Google
Translation. At school if I don't have my laptop with me, I often use EnglishEnglish dictionary and then guess the meaning of words. I also use Thesaurus
Dictionary of Synonyms.

A7

I use the computer with Lac-Viet dictionary, English -English dictionary by
Longman or Oxford, Collocations dictionary. I also use the internet to look up
the phrases, proper names, some people's titles or names of organisations.

A9

Collocations dictionary, dictionary of synonyms and the internet to have more
background knowledge because sometimes without background
understanding, I may produce wrong translation.
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BlO

I use Lac-Viet dictionary, English -English dictionary by Oxford,
Collocations dictionary. I also use the internet to look up the phrases, proper
names, some people's titles or names of organisations.

As shown in this table, both high achievers and low achievers use quite a variety of
tools to help them translate a text. Most commonly used are Oxford Advanced
Leamer' s Dictionary and Dictionary of Collocations. Printed and electric bilingual
dictionaries are also favoured by many (seven high achievers and seven low achievers).
Standing out are five high achievers who use Vietnamese - Vietnamese dictionary
(Al), Dictionary of Synonyms (A3, A5, A9) and Activator Dictionary (AlO) to
understand words more profoundly and use them more efficiently. Meanwhile, student
A6 does not seem to rely on dictionaries very much as she points out the drawbacks of
using them. It can also be seen that the low achievers use portable bilingual electric
dictionary more than their counterparts (B2, B3, B6, B7). One low achiever uses
machine translation program.
The internet seems to be a substantial resource for a good deal of students in translation,
especially the high achievers. They use the internet for different purposes ranging from
checking meanings and uses of words and phrases, checking their popularity, looking
up names and titles to learning the background knowledge of the SL text (Al, A2, A4,
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A5, A7, AS, A9). Student A3 expresses that she sees the benefits of using internet in
doing translations but does not use it only because of the access unavailability.
Meanwhile, only three low achievers use the internet when translating (Bl, B2, BlO).
Some others do not find any benefits of internet for translation tasks.
Table 25: After-class activities for translation learning

Al

I usually read online newspapers and political books in English to improve my
vocabulary size and the writing style. I almost never discuss with friends. I
see no point in doing so.

A3

I join extra classes. I read English newspapers, sometimes I go to BBC or
Newyorktimes websites and discuss difficult parts with friends.

A4

AS

I read BBC, VOA websites or Washington Post, the Guardian Weekly,
ABC ... I read both English and Vietnamese because we need to master
Vietnamese as well. I rarely discuss with friends. Sometimes in class a student
is asked to write the translation on the blackboard. We often ask each other
how to translate this or that... I join an interpretation course at DAV, I feel
that my word use has improved

A7

I join translation class off campus. I read online newspapers such as the
Economist's, ihp.com and so on ... Sometimes I and my friends discuss and
compare our translations.
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A9

I translate analysis articles, especially in Australian press. Or sometimes I find
some Vietnamese articles on international relations and I try to translate them.
I also often read internet press such as vnexpress, dantri, nhandan ... Rarely do
I discuss with friends because I don't think it's effective.

B2

I can enlarge my vocabulary when I read online newspapers. I often find an
English article and its Vietnamese version to read. Normally I read BBC
because it has both English and Vietnamese versions ... I stay in the hostel so
if I don't know any words I would ask my friends. We discuss our
translations, which helps a lot. I remember better when I discuss with my
friends .

I try to collect the words of different topics for example as I read newspapers.
I also read news on Vietnam News, The people or the website of our foreign
ministry ... I don't discuss my translations with friends.
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I

BlO

I join translation class off campus. I read online newspapers such as VOA or
BBC. I also read Vietnam News magazine to improve my English and my
writing ... Sometimes I ask the senior students who live in the hostel with me.
That helps.

After class, both high achievers and low achievers use various ways to better their
translation skills. All of them read newspapers, whether printed or online, mostly
English-written with a view to enrich their vocabulary and improve their writing skill.
The low achievers usually read the popular websites such as voanews.com or
bbc.com.uk or the popular Vietnamese English-written newspaper - Vietnam News.
The high achievers, apart from those websites, access more varieties of newspapers,
namely Washington Post, New York Times, the Guardian Weekly, ABC, The
Economist's, Australian press, ihp.com or cnn.com. Vietnam News is not their
favourite. Student Al reads political books in English to accumulate his technical
vocabulary. Students A9 and B8 even try translating the articles after reading them.
Off campus, four high achievers (A3, A4, AS, A7) take extra translation classes
compared to one low achiever (B 10). Student A6 even has a part-time job as a freelance
translator. Half of the high achievers (A2, A3, A7, A8, AlO) often discuss and compare
translation tasks with their friends to make sure about their own versions and learn from
them. Three low achievers (B 1, B2, B 10) say they sometimes discuss or ask their
friends or the senior students about translation problems and allege that it is useful. The
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reasons for never or rarely holding any discussion over translation problems of the
others are that they do not have the habit or they do not expect to get anything from the
discussions.
Table 26: Students' perception on the importance of translation skill

A3

Yes, of course. Translation is the most important course. In the previous
semesters, we focused on speaking and listening, no real standards, now we
have to read newspapers and formal writing styles. Now is the time we really
need instructors ... I can learn and use more English, almost all that I've learnt
so far in a more systematic manner and I can remember a lot ... I haven't got
any idea now what I'll do after graduation but I believe if I translate well then
my language use will be better and that's good for every job.

AS

Yes, translation skills will be needed wherever I work, either in companies or
ministries ... Translation courses provide me with more vocabulary and
improve my reaction with the words I use.

A9

The Translation course is a very important for an English-majored student like
me. Whatever I would do in the future, even if I don't use translation skill
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much, I still think it is very important because it will support other skills.

B2

Yes, of course. Translation is one of our majors ... In the future if I work as a
translator or interpreter, it will be very important but if for general
communication, not so much.

B4

Sure yes, it's our major. However, I feel that I haven't learnt much. Now my
English is still very poor ... But the skill is important even in communication
as we always need to choose the right word to say.

B6

Of course yes. It's one of our majors. In the future it's also very important
since more and more documents are written in English, translation skill will
be very necessary. If my English is good, I will have more chances.

BlO

Yes, it is very important. It helps me learn English better. In the future if I
work for a foreign company, I will need translation skill.

What is indicated here is that almost all students of both groups attach great importance
to translation skill for three reasons. For students Al, A3, A9, Bl, B2, B4, B6 and B7,
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the fact that translation is their major, one of the main courses they have to take in the
program makes the skill important. For A2, A3, A4, AS, A9, AlO and B4, BS, B8, B9,
B 10, learning translation helps them learn English and use English better. Furthermore,
student A9 indicates that translation skill supports other skills in her learning foreign
language. Student B8 even expresses her appreciation for translation as it helps her to
use both English and Vietnamese more accurately.
The third and strongest reason given by all ten high achievers and eight low achievers is
concerned with their future work. However, while the high achievers all believe that
they will need translation skill in their job whether they work in the field or not, only
two low achievers do so (B 1, B8), the others seem to be uncertain about the possibility
of having the chance to use English in their job. This may imply that they are not
confident about their English proficiency and translation skill. Particularly, students B3
and B4 share that they are aware of the importance of the skill but have not gained
much from the course.

2. Analysis of TAP interviews
Ten out of twenty students were randomly chosen for the TAP interviews, which took
place before the other interviews with the students. These interviews were conducted in
Vietnamese and later translated into English. The task was not given until the students
were ready for recording. The students were allowed to use whatever they have to help
them translate when necessary.
Scripts of all the interviews are provided in Appendix V.
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The analysis of the TAPs revealed three more strategies used by the participants, two
cognitive and one meta-cognitive strategies. For the cognitive strategy, respondents
suggested using the discrimination strategy to choose the closest equivalent term in the
target language from two or three alternatives identified terms based on the contextual
meaning in the text and the culture of the target readers.

For example, student A4 said: "I'm still thinking about the verb 'n6i' I think it's like
'phat bieu' if so ... state ... or declare ... but this is too formal, maybe it's not
necessary ... ", or student AS: "The phrase 'nhi~u hem' .. ., it's not formal enough to use
meet more. While this is a press conference, and he's an ambassador, he must use
something formal ... ".
Another strategy is when respondents were finding their own solutions to the translation
problems: restructuring the SL text.

As she felt it was hard to transfer a Vietnamese phrase into English, student B2 just
found a way out: "Oh this phrase I've never met before ... I want to check the word 'da
phat trien' ... they don't have ... so I think I'll just translate it as 'quan h~ hai nu6c cang
ngay cang phat trien' ... ".
Student A9 also used this strategy quite often, utterring: "This is a complex and difficult
sentence ... It's long and has many clauses ... 'toi tlm each g~p ga nguOi dan, d6 la ly do
t6i h9c ti6ng Vi~t' I think I'll inverse the phrase 'ly do toi h9c ti6ng Vi~t' so that it's
easier for the reader ... "
The meta-cognitive is used when implying one's own beliefs on how to translate (metacognitive strategy).

Student A8 stated this: "Lastly, I want to revise the text. I want it to be as short as
possible. For example, the phrase in the afternoon of is a bit long ... ". Student B4 also
shared: "I'm trying to translate 'nh~n Im moi' ... at the invitation of ... I'm trying to
remember the spelling of invitation. Actually I don't know how to transfer very well, so
I just translate word by word. My teacher said it's not good but my English is very
poor".
Below are the tables showing the strategies used by the participants in their T APs. A
symbol (v) was put in the column next to the strategy if the strategy was used by the
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participants, while a cross was put if the strategy was not used by them. An (x) is used
when the strategy is not used by the participant. The number of marks used shows the
number of time the participants used the strategy. The strategy of cooperating with

others in indirect strategies was evaluated based on their responses to the question: Do
you often discuss your translations with your friends? in the separate interviews with
the participants as TAPs were done one by one, whether the participants used this
strategy or not could not be assessed.

Table 27a: TAPs analysis- high achievers' translation strategies

Strategies used. J>y the high acbiev
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Empathising With 9tbers:

·· u

developin~ culturfil understandlq~
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Table 27b: TAPs analysis - low achievers' translation strategies
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3. Report on classroom observation
Classroom observation was conducted to get an overview of translation instruction
situation at the Faculty of English for International Relations. The observation preceded
the teacher interview. Selected for observations are three classes of the teacher that the
researcher plans to interview. The classroom observations aim at investigating:
./ What translation strategies DAV translation teachers introduce .
./ Whether translation is taught as a process or product.
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./ What and how learning and teaching activities take place in the class.
Each observation session lasted for one and a half hours. Thus there are four and a half
hours of observation. A checklist of the categories was used (See Appendix Dand fields
notes were taken. Below is a brief description of the observation sessions.
The three classes which were observed followed the same process and the same type of
texts - newspaper articles of about 250-word length. At the beginning, one student was
appointed to write his/her translation preparation on the board. During that time, other
students did not do anything concerning their lesson. Only few were revising their own
translations. After the student finished writing on the board, the teacher would
encourage comments from the other students. Discussion was held between teacher and
students. In section KlA and KlB, students were more active and gave very good
comments on their friends' work compared to the other section, where the teacher often
had to call out the students' names and asked for feedback. Their feedback was mainly
to do with grammar. Following up the students' comments were the teacher's
comments. This is what he did:
• Showed his agreement or disagreement with the comments and provided
explanation.
• Introduced his own translation versions for a word or phrase and talked about
their use. For example, to express the idea of prediction, he gave a list of verbs,
including forecast, guess, predict, prophesy, divine, foretell and decided which
one should be used for the text of the day.
• Asked for different possibilities.
• Highlighted the mistakes in word use and structure, use of preposition sentence
by sentence.
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• Analysed the purpose of a SL phrase so that students could give a more
appropriate TL equivalent.
The students would take notes of what he said. The discussion ended when they
finished correcting the last sentence. After having finished correcting one article, they
moved on to the second one. In one lesson, two Vietnamese texts were dealt with. And
the same procedure was applied.
From the observation sessions, some conclusions can be withdrawn:
•

The media of instruction is both English and Vietnamese.

•

The teacher follows a product-oriented approach to translation instruction.

•

He introduces the method of semantic translation, i.e. requiring students to
produce the precise contextual meaning of the original within the constraints of
the TL grammatical structures.

•

The strategies he introduced in the class include: analysing and understanding
the SL thoroughly; discrimination strategy - choosing appropriate TL
equivalents for a word, writing correct grammatical TL text. However, these are
not in sequential order.

•

Classroom activities are not many. There is teacher-student discussion but not
student-student discussion.

4. Conclusion
In this chapter, the researcher has provided analysis of the data collected through

teacher's and students' interviews, the TAPs and classroom observation in order to
answer the research questions. Discussions of the findings have also been carried out.
The interview with the teacher and three classroom observation sessions reveal that the
product-oriented approach is fully followed by the teacher. The discrimination strategy
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is most encouraged in order to choose the right word combination in writing the TL
text.
Students' interviews and the TAPs show that they are aware of applying different
strategies. The group A students show themselves to be more critical and culturally
sensitive than the group B students. They tend to apply a greater number of strategies
effectively. They also use more resources and know better what they can get out from
those resources. The low achievers tend to translate word-by-word. Their low English
level seems to be a real obstacle for them in writing a good TL text, which is reflected
in bad spelling, mechanic using of grammatical structures. Some of them seem to be
reluctant in responding to the question concerning the out-of-class activities they do to
improve translation skill. This indicates that they may not take this matter in serious
consideration or they know what to do but lack motivation for it.
Both groups encounter difficulties in translation, mostly concerned with vocabulary meaning of words and their use. Most low achievers are aware of their low English
competence while many high achievers find it hard to understand the SL text.
Reflection of teacher and student responses suggests that the teacher has yet to see all
difficulties that his students meet with. This may, unfortunately, result in poor decision
of what need to be done to help students effectively in translation. Also, the students did
actually use more strategies when they translated that what the teacher conveyed them.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
This chapter summarises the findings of the study and presents some pedagogical
implications. It also discusses the limitations of the study and suggests some
recommendations for further research.

Restatement of research questions:
../ What translation strategies do DAV teachers introduce in the translation course
and how?
../ What strategies do high achievers and low achievers employ in doing and
learning translation?
../ Are the strategies that are taught followed by the students?

1. Summary of findings
Some conclusions can be reached from the interviews the researcher held with the
teacher and the students about learning and teaching strategies as follows:

1.1.

Teacher's teaching strategies

• The teacher advocates the method of semantic translation, which attempts to
produce the precise contextual meaning of the original within the constraints of
the TL grammatical structures while keeping the aesthetic value of the SL text.
His requirement is that students can write a TL text which sounds like authentic
English.
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• The teacher follows the product-oriented approach which centres on students'
translation texts. Consequently, the lessons consist entirely in correction of their
work.
• The strategies the teacher introduces include: analysing and understanding the
SL thoroughly; deemphazing the SL text; discrimination strategy - choosing
appropriate TL equivalents for the Sl text, writing correct grammatical TL text.
• The teacher has yet to see great difficulties that students encounter in
understanding the SL (Vietnamese) due to the difference between Vietnamese
and English. He has the impression that students have problems expressing
what they understand while, when talking to them, it was found that many of
them actually have problems with simply comprehending the text. This was
suggested in Ordurari's (2007) argument - "the differences between an SL and
a TL and the variation in their cultures make the process of translating a real
challenge".
• Feedback given by the teacher is mainly corrections of errors and mistakes. This
is meant to help students to be more selective and not to make certain types of
errors. However, this may have negative backwash on the students when only
their weak points are looked at. Discussion on good translations should be held.
Encouragement should be given more often. Furthermore, it is felt that this
brings little help to the students when only certain types of errors are looked at.
New texts will bring new errors. Global strategies should be targeted in a
translation class so that the students can apply them in different texts.
• Discussions are usually held in the class about translation problems, but only
between the teacher and students, not among students themselves.
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1.2.
•

Students' translation strategies

The low achievers' processes are characterized by lack of flexibility and
confidence, which shows, e.g. in an attempt to use old routines in tasks which
would require a fresh orientation. This may indicate that they have not been
able to transfer the knowledge taught in the class. Also the lack of confidence
discourages them from asking questions. They are aware of their shortcomings
and most of the time, choose a safe plan rather than trying something new.
These processes also tend to be linguistically rather than communicatively
oriented.

•

The low achievers tend to use word-by-word translation method, without
considering the linguistic and stylistic differences between English and
Vietnamese.

•

It is true that the low achievers' problems lie in their English proficiency as

stated by the teacher. Their vocabulary range is quite limited, and vocabulary
use is therefore awkward. Their grammar is also very poor, especially the way
they use verbs, adjectives and adverbs.
•

The high achievers' processes are characterised by great flexibility, which
shows an attempt to take risks, try different plans, associate translation
problems with what they have met, not only with what their teacher have
instructed in class.

•

The high achievers seem to work more strategically and have relatively
articulate subjective theories of translation which guide their performance. By
virtue of their strategic touch they focus their attention, their conscious
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decision-making and their use of translation aids so that their investment in
effort results in sufficient communicational gains. They also develop better
analytical ability in the first stage of translation - reading and comprehension.
They analyse the SL critically and do a lot of reasoning. Their focus is not
only at word level but also at sentence and whole paragraph levels.
•

The high achievers review and evaluate their products as they translate.

•

The high achievers understand better the cultural and rhetorical differences in
the two languages and apply this understanding in their translation in the way
they restructure the SL and use the discrimination strategy to select the closest
and most culturally compatible equivalent terms in the TL. They are more
prepared to use their world knowledge and their own inferences about text and
text type as a basis for their decisions.

•

Most participants of both groups except student B8, who did not do the
revision, followed the translation process provided by Newmark ( 1988), which
includes three stages: interpretation and analysis of the SL text; translation
procedures; reformulation of the text and revision. Surprisingly, this stage was
never introduced by the teacher.

•

Apart from the strategies introduced in the class by the teacher, the students
used a number of other strategies, which may indicate a missing part in the
teaching plan. These include both direct strategies and all indirect strategies:
creating mental linkages, associating, reviewing thoroughly, highlighting,
summarising, switching to the mother tongue, and paraphrasing.
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1.3.
•

Students' learning strategies

Responses from both groups reveal that all of the students have a basic
understanding about the notion of translation. However, the high achievers
demonstrated sounder knowledge of translation and expressed themselves
more confidently.

•

For most low achievers and a few high achievers, the strategies they see as
being most effective, namely discrimination strategy and writing natural
English, are unfortunately also the ones they find most difficult to implement.
This may imply two reasons: the expectation they hold in translation is too
high or the idea of an effective strategy is merely a superficial perception/
feeling. Group B students usually face difficulties because they do not know
the TL equivalent terms, whereas Group A students' problems lie in choosing
the appropriate TL equivalent terms and how to make the TL text flow.

•

Both groups often use resources recommended by their teacher, for example
various kinds of dictionaries and magazines. However, they also use the
internet when translating to check the availability and popularity of a phrase or
to better understand the information in the SL text. Group A students possess
greater flexibility in using resources to help them translate. They find more
benefits in using the internet and use it more wisely. The choice of resources
also shows that they are more serious and sophisticated in what they do.

•

Responses from the students also indicate that the high achievers know more
clearly what they need to do to improve their translation skill. They try to
access a variety of resources after class. The low achievers do try to do some
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reading but seem uncertain whether it helps, or else they do not have enough
English knowledge to benefit from the resources they use.
•

Most students of both groups have the extrinsic motivation for learning
translation because translation is one of the main courses they are taking as
English-major students. They also have instrumental motivation for learning
translation as most stated that this skill would enable them to have a good job
in the future. However, for some low achievers, who do not see much chance
of being able to use English in their job after graduation, translation skill is of
little practical usefulness, which indicates that their instrumental motivation is
low.

2. Pedagogical implications
Based on the findings of this study and partially on the literature review, a number
of pedagogical recommendations can be made.

•

It might be beneficial to teach students different translation strategies in the

theory of translation component of the course, as the desire to be equipped
with a systematic translation theory is expressed by students of both groups
during the interviews. Moreover, these strategies should be repeated from time
to time as new translation text is given to the students, not introduced at the
beginning of the course and forgotten as it goes on. One issue that should be
made clear is that knowing the two languages does not mean that one can
translate well, but rather that one needs strategies to produce successful
translations. More direct strategies as mentioned in the TAPs analysis should
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be introduced in the class systematically so that the students do not have
blindly to find ways to translate on their own, but know exactly what they need
to do to produce a good translation. Students should also be trained in using
indirect strategies, including meta-cognitive ones, in order to become more
aware of what they are doing, and why; thus in this way, thus they can possibly
produce a better TL text.

•

Most translation theorists agree that translation is understood as a transfer
process from one language to another; therefore, translation should be taught
as a process, which includes a number of different stages and strategies.
However, the traditional practice/product-oriented approach has its own
advantages. Therefore, an integration of process-oriented approach and
traditional practice-oriented approach should be of great help. The lesson
should be carried out step by step from reading and analyzing the SL text to
problem-solving, and lastly to revising or post-editing the TL text.

•

Great importance should be attached to the assessment of the result, i.e.
evidencing the capacity to confront the translated text with the original text,
being able to assess wins and losses and showing self-correction capacity. It is
the accurate revision of the output that will definitely result in a final
translation of higher quality (Gerding-Salas, 2000). Therefore, the revision step
should be appreciated and carefully carried out.

•

As Newmark states, "translation is for discussion" (Newmark, 1995b).
Students should thus be encouraged to take notes and discuss/defend their
ideas and versions among themselves. Group work can be effectively used in
the class so as to arouse argument and discussion when translation versions are
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compared, whether the translations are done in or before the class. Discussion
can be carried out during translation process or revision stage. This very
activity not only helps students express themselves, but promotes their
activeness and self-learning as well. Certainly, teacher-student discussion
should still be part of the lesson.

•

In order to partially help students overcome the difficulties they encounter in

translation, more emphasis should be put on writing in the English courses
before the translation courses. Besides, extensive reading in both Vietnamese
and English should be encouraged so that students can accumulate a large
vocabulary and the writing style of both languages. To cope with the difficulty
concerning the SL (Vietnamese), teachers might spend more time training
students in the analysing stage, instead of concentrating only on the final
product.

•

The teacher should act as a scaffolder in a translation class and provide
scaffolding when students need it. However, the lion's share of the transfer
process should be accomplished by the students, mainly collectively, but also
individually. The teacher should make a final revision, give formative
evaluation and make comments, emphasizing findings, "happy" solutions and
creative acts, on the one hand, and analyze failures and weaknesses in the
process, on the other. A pleasant class atmosphere should be created with
encouragement and positive feedback so that students are more open and
motivated to share their ideas and not to feel offended for being criticised.

•

Fostering learner autonomy should be properly catered for. Learners need to
reflect on ways of learning and develop individual approaches to solving
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problems. This is mirrored in the findings of this study. The high achievers are
more flexible in using different strategies when translating and know better
how to use resources and organise their learning than their weaker
counterparts.

Self-monitoring and peer-evaluation with cross-checking

activities should be promoted in the translation class to help students become
self-directed learners. Self-directed learners, as Hedge (2000) put it, know their
needs and work productively with the teacher towards the achievement of their
objectives, know how to use resources independently, and do not think the
teacher is a god who can give them the ability to master the language. The
guarantee for the success of this strategy is the students' great motivation for
learning translation as reflected in their responses when interviewed.

•

The internet and dictionaries can be a very rich resource for translation in the
way that it helps the translator check the use of words and phrases, the context
in which the words are used and improve his/her background knowledge of the
SL text. Therefore, the skill of using dictionaries and the internet should be
introduced so that the students can best benefit from these resources.

3.

Limitations of the research
Although this research has produced a number of insightful outcomes, some
limitations remain.

3.1.
•

Small sample

The study is limited in scope to 20 students, among whom only 10 students
were chosen for TAPs. Hence, no generalisations can be made from the
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findings. The result would be more objective and substantial if a larger sample
of students were involved.
•

When the researcher went back to her home country to do this research, it
turned out that only one teacher was involved in the translation course for the
third-year students of the Faculty. If there had been more teachers involved,
the judgment about teaching strategies would be able to represent those of
DAV. This limitation applies to the classroom observation as two classes of
translation may not be enough to make conclusions on the teaching strategies.
3.2.

•

Instruments for data collection

The selection of the students for the research was only based on the mid-term
test scores. This may not be a precise judgment over who can be the top and
bottom students among over 110 students of the course. One more test would
have been given to have more precise selection. However, this would be
tantamount to a lot of work done for the evaluation. It would also mean more
psychological pressure for students to take tests, worrying that the result would
affect their overall academic records at school.

•

Monologue protocols may not accurately reflect the thinking process of the
subjects involved. As Kussmaul and Tirkkonen-Condit (1995) argued, with
increasing cognitive load, that is, when the subjects are deep in thought "they
tend to stop verbalising or they provide less complete verbalisations". This is
also the case when they perform routine tasks. It was true in this research. Very
often the students paused and the researcher had to ask the question "What are
you thinking?" before they spoke out their thoughts. It is very possible that
some processes were missed.
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•

The use of interviews as a research instrument may also cause limitations to
the research as the interviewees might not be familiar with self-reports, and
therefore it is likely that they might not be able to give valid information about
their perceptions on their own problems.
3.3.

•

Other

Besides, the study could not investigate in depth into the difficulties the
students encountered in translation. It did not either attempt to offer solutions
to all identified problems that they encounter in translation and learning
translation. In addition, the solutions it made were to some extent not concrete
but merely suggestive.

•

Finally, the researcher's own practical experience in teaching translation is
limited. Consequently, the suggestions for learning and teaching translation are
likely to be subjective and incomplete, leaving the issue open to debate.

The researcher, therefore, wants to give some recommendations for further study.

4.

Recommendations for further research
•

Since this research project is the first ever at the DAV dealing with translation
learning and teaching strategies, it focuses on general matters. This prepares
the groundwork and paves the way for other research in the same domain at the
DAV. Future projects may select one or two groups of strategies and conduct
more in-depth investigation with a larger number of students.
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•

Further research into teaching strategies with more subjects involved may
bring about a lot of pedagogical benefits to the English Department.

•

An in-depth investigation into the students' difficulties in translation, followed
by comprehensive solutions would be worthwhile as it will definitely be
problem-solving focused and the solutions will be more detailed and
appropriate.

•

The process-oriented approach to teaching translation can be tried out in an
action research. Comparisons between two groups who are taught using
product-oriented (control group) and process-oriented (research group) can be
made. Accordingly, an appropriate approach to teaching translation at the
DAV would be found out with more substantial evidence and support.

•

As teacher feedback plays a crucial part in students' translation learning, a
research project into teachers' written and oral feedback on students'
translations may be worth carrying out to find out the best way of giving
feedback with a view to maximizing the effectiveness of feedback and of the
translation courses
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5. Conclusion
This research, though small in scale, has portrayed a broad view about how translation
learning and teaching is currently delivered at the Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam
(DAV). The demand for professional translators in the field of International Relations
grows every day as globalisation has become an irreversible trend in the world today.
The DAV, undertaking the training of diplomats and translators for Vietnam, definitely
takes a part in that trend. Although a good many positive aspects pertaining to learning
and teaching strategies have been discovered and recognised at the DAV, much still
remains to be improved. One of the most important tasks is to acquire an appropriate
teaching approach and systematic methodology in translation so as to provide students
with sound translation strategies and a necessary autonomy in doing the job. Learner
training, therefore, should play a vital role in the whole program. Additionally, the
translation learning and teaching should be constantly updated with the current trends in
the Asian context and the world over.
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APPENDIX I
A tentative list of what is looked at during classroom observation:

Teacher's name:
Time &Date:
Section:
Text type
Method of translation
Translation procedure
Translation technique
Learning & teaching
activities
Others
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APPENDIX II

Interview questions for the teachers:
1. What is translation in your point of view?
2. How do you carry out a translation class? And why?
3. What translation strategies do you teach the students?
4. What difficulties do you think the students encounter in translation?
5. What other strategies do you recommend the students so that they can improve
their learning of translation?
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APPENDIX III
Interview questions for the students:
1. What is translation in your point of view?
2. The teacher introduces various translation strategies in class. What
strategies do you find most useful?
3. What difficulties do you encounter when you translate a text?
4. What do you usually use to help you translate?
5. What do you do after class to help you learn translation better?
6. Do you think translation skill is important for you? And why?
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APPENDIX IV

Teacher interview script

Interviewer: First of all, thank you very much for taking the request to be interviewed
as part of my research. The first question I want to ask you is: In your opinion what is
Translation?
Teacher: Translation includes two things: first it is transferring the writer's message in
the source language (SL) into the target language (TL); second, it's transferring the
language of the SL text.

When transferring the author's message, a translator must ensure the completeness and
preciseness. These are the rules, the most fundamental factors in translation. Of course
it is said that the translator must be loyal to the original text, however, completeness
and preciseness are already enough.
The second thing that needs transferring is the language. Translating does not mean
replacing the source language structures and words with the target language structure
and words but transfering the author's meaning through the target language.
Interviewer: Yes, but those rules are applied to translation of all kinds of texts or there
are different rules for different texts such as newspaper articles, literary texts ... ?
Teacher: Those are the fundamental rules of translation and I think they can be used in
all kinds of translation. Of course emphasis can be put on this rule or that depending on
what stage you are in and when. However, those rules must always be followed.
Interviewer: In our university's context, newspaper articles are chosen for the first two
translation courses?
Teacher: Right. For English - Vietnamese translation, texts are taken from the
Economists or the Guardians Weekly since they are written in British English not
American English.
Interviewer: Oh? Why not choose American English.
Teacher: Due to some differences in writing style and word use. I believe learning
English means learning to speak and write like a British not an American.
Interviewer: Oh, ok. Now I would like to ask you about teaching translation.
Normally, how do you carry out a translation class?
Teacher: Normally, the first step, which takes about 15 minutes, is to revise what was
talked about in the previous lesson by asking three students to go to the board and write
it down. That is to see what they have learnt and what needs to be talked about next.

Then one student is appointed to go to the board and write down his/her translation
version. I will correct sentence by sentence by giving comments, pointing out the
mistakes. Normally it's about completeness, preciseness in grammar and meaning. The
third-year students now still make a lot of grammatical mistakes. They are not sure how
to write while translation is mostly concerned with writing, nothing else. Therefore,
writing skill needs to be acquired before translation.
Interviewer: So you asked the students to do homework before class?
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Teacher: Yes, they are given all the articles right from the beginning of the semester.
Interviewer: Is that all you do in the class?
Teacher: That's all. The most important thing I do in the class is to point out the
mistakes for the students to avoid.
Interviewer: You correct the mistakes yourselves or the students do peer correcting?
Teacher: I usually ask other students to point out the mistakes and correct for their
friend, but I am the one who explain why it's a mistake and how to correct it. You
know, sometimes the students can correct the mistakes but do not know why it is so and
how versions differ.
Interviewer: Do you introduce translation strategies, how to translate a text?
Teacher: Yes, that is done from the beginning. I tell them that they need to read the SL
text carefully, try to understand the text correctly and translate it into the TL in correct
grammar. They should try to keep all the ideas of the author. At this level I just require
them to translate correctly, write correct English, no need to write beautifully. The most
important thing to keep in mind is to transfer the ideas and message accurately and not
be affected by the source language.
Interviewer: Do you usually collect students' papers and correct them?
Teacher: No, I don't. We do all things in class. It's a good way but I don't have enough
time to correct all students' papers. So I think we'd better do in the class where I can
give all of them my comments and explanations, and the students can discuss altogether
the mistakes their friend makes.
Interviewer: How do you give feedback to the students' work?
Teacher: I give no written feedback, just oral comments, I point out the mistakes they
make and explain why. Usually I give them different possibilities for a word or phrase,
and explain when to use what.
Interviewer: What kind of mistakes?
Teacher: Wrong use of words or grammar mistakes. These are third-year students but
many of them are very weak in English. Some can't even write a correct English
sentence.
Interviewer: What difficulties do you think the students encounter in translation?
Teacher: The biggest difficulty the third-year students of our Faculty have lies in their
English proficiency. Their English writing is not very good, which is still affected by
their mother tongue. Their grammar is rather weak.

Interviewer: So can you give some recommendations to the students so that they can
improve their learning of translation?
Teacher: Well, they should read more English, books and newspapers, online
newspapers. Now the availability of these materials is out of question. They can access
the internet every day but should use it wisely, or go to the library. Only when they read
more, can they improve their writing and vocabulary size. Also they should be able to
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diverbalize the SL after reading a text so that they are not affected by it when writing in
the TL. They should also improve their grammar.
Interviewer: Our Faculty chooses newspaper articles for the third-year students. Is
newspaper translation different from other translation?
Teacher: Basically no. A slight difference lies in the language use in comparison with
diplomatic documents or ther kinds of materials. Newspapers usually use short words
rather than long ones. Next, there are some words that are typically for media.
Interviewer: Do you think we should provide different kinds of texts for the translation
course?
Teacher: For the third-year, not yet. In the fourth year, there will be various registers in
the translation materials but this year the students just start to learn how to translate,
they just need to practise on one kind of text.
Interviewer: Do they need to pay attention to the style of the SL text?
Teacher: It's necessary but not to the third-year students but the fourth year.
Interviewer: Do you think translation is a science or an art?

Teacher: Both. Because translation requires both preciseness and creativeness and
creativeness is not science but art. If translation is transferring the author's message in a
way that is understandable to the readers then creativeness is indispensible. It is
impossible to transfer the SL 100% into the TL without adding or subtracting some
part. That's where creativeness comes along.
Interviewer: Does the translator need to consider the SL culture?
Teacher: Sure thing, however it's beyond the requirement for third-year students since
the learning materials now are rather simple. It is very true in theory but has not yet
been put into practice. Some cultural elements are untranslatable, instead they need
explanation. The students need to know that, but in fact they don't often have to.
Because after graduation they just encounter with certain types of documents, unlike the
professional translators who need to consider the SL culture most of the time.
Interviewer: What about the intention of the writer?
Teacher: Not now. As I said up to this point the students just need to be able to transfer
the idea and the language. For newspaper articles, the intention is simple, unlike books
or speeches. I think it will be mentioned in the next year.
Interviewer: Now the materials are simply informative, aren't they?
Teacher: Right.
Interviewer: I think that's all I need to ask you. Thank you very much.
Teacher: You're welcome.
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APPENDIXV

Students' interviews script

Interview with student Al
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
Al: Translation means to transfer a SL text to a TL text while ensuring faithfulness,
completeness and naturalness. Faithfulness means the translator must be loyal to the SL
text content. Completeness refers to the sufficiency of the transferring of meaning, the
word choice. Naturalness means the TLT must sound as if written by a native speaker.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
Al: The teacher instructs us that we need to fully understand the SLT before
translating. We should also choose the words very carefully in writing. He suggests we
buy very interesting books for example the collocation dictionary.
Interviewer: What do you find most effective?
Al: It's the choice of words. I learn that words must go together in a phrase, I can't just
combine words in whatever way I want.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
Al: Well, I have difficulties when I meet slangs, idioms or flowery words, I can't find
equivalents for them. The choice of words is also problematic, I mean the collocations
and pragmatics.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
Al: I use Vietnamese-Vietnamese dictionary to learn the true meaning of Vietnamese
words because sometimes I am not clear about my mother tongue. And of course
Oxford Advanced learner's dictionary, Collocations dictionary. I also use the internet to
look up the phrases, proper names, some people's titles or names of organisations.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
Al: I usually read online newspapers and political books in English to improve my
vocabulary size and the writing style.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss with your friends?
Al: No, almost never.
Interviewer: Do you find translation skills important to you?
Al: Of course, it's the most important skill of all, as our major is English and in the
future I have to live on it, well ... it is very very important.
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Interview with Student A2
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
A2: Translation means to transfer a source language text to the target language text
while keeping the content and message of the author.
Interviewer: So how have you been taught at school in translation?
A2: This is the second semester that we have translation course. Normally the teacher
asks us to prepare work before the class then in the class one student is appointed to go
to the board and write his/her version. Then the whole class are encouraged to give
comments on it, mostly what is not appropriate.
Interviewer: Which methods in class, do you think, are the most effective to you?
A2: Well, I like it when he tells us that before we translate a text we need to read it
thoroughly and consider whether it needs restructuring, omitting, adding, consider the
word choice, grammar and try to make the TLT sound natural in that language.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you often face when you do translation?
A2: It's the vocabulary, many words I don't know. Second, it's the word use,
collocations. I think I need a lot more time to absorb and accumulate all that. Last,
sometimes the knowledge about the SLT causes some difficulty too, for example the
names of an organisation or the title of a person.
Interviewer: I would like to know what are the means you often use when you do the
translation?
A2: I use Vietnamese - English dictionary, English - Vietnamese dictionary,
Collocations dictionary and the internet. The internet is very useful in checking the
expression and how frequent it is used in English-written articles.
Interviewer: Apart from your translation class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?

A2: I usually read English materials, online newspapers, for example VOA or BBC and
learn vocabulary, the word use and the writing style and of course the information.
Besides, I often discuss with my friends and compare my version with theirs.
Sometimes just to make sure that my translation is appropriate. I find it rather effective.
I can learn from my friends a lot.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
A2: Oh yes, it is very important for language learning and for communication in
general. I have more access to English and Vietnamese materials when I learn
translation.
Interviewer: Do you think you need translation skill in the future ?

A2: In the future, too, it will be important even when I will not be a translator but the
skill helps me work better and I believe in communication we do translate in our head.
Interviewer: Ok, that's it. Thank you very much.
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Interview with student A3
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
A3: Translation means to transfer a source language text to the target language text but
not word by word. It must base on the situation and collocation. A translated text must
keep the SLT content, style and be natural.
Interviewer: So how have you been taught at school in translation?
A3: The teacher teaches us some theory but not much and not very impressive to me.
Actually I just collect pieces of what he says because he never gives any rules or
system. I'm just familiar with it because I do it many times.
Interviewer: Which methods in class, do you think, are the most effective to you?
A3: What I like most is that he teaches us how to differentiate between words with the
same meaning, which is very difficult.
Interviewer: So, what are the difficulties you often face when you do translation?
A3: First, it's concerned with vocabulary, many words are new to me, however that's
not very important because I have dictionaries. Second, it's the combination of words, I
mean collocations. And we need to write the TLT as native speakers do. I haven't been
able to do that well. One more difficulty is the Vietnamese language texts, which are
often unorganised and unintelligible, I often have to restructure the text before I
translate.
Interviewer: I would like to know what are the means you often use when you do the
translation?
A3: I use English - English dictionary, English - Vietnamese dictionary, collocation
dictionary, Dictionary of Synonyms. I stay in the dorm and don't have laptop so I don't
have access to the internet but I think the internet can be a very good facility for
translation.
Interviewer: Apart from your translation class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
A3: I join extra classes. I read English newspapers; sometimes I go to BBC or
Newyorktimes websites and discuss difficult parts with friends.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
A3: Yes, of course. It's the most important course. In the previous semesters, we
focused on speaking and listening, no real standards, now we have to read newspapers
and formal writing styles. Now is the time we really need instructors. I find that
translation courses are of great importance, I can learn and use more English, almost all
that I've learnt so far in a more systematic manner and I can remember a lot.
Interviewer: Do you think you need translation skill in the future?
A3: Yes although I haven't got any idea what I'll do after graduation. However I think,
if I translate well then my language use will be better and that's good for every job.
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Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Interview with student A4
Interviewer: According to you, what is translation?
A4: My teacher told us that translation needs to ensure 3 elements including
Faithfulness - Precision - Sensitiveness. Firstly, we need to be faithful to the source
language text, try to transfer the full message, and in a native writing style.
Interviewer: How does your teacher teach you on translation?
A4: He just corrects exercises. He mainly instructs us how to translate titles or the most
important points in translation. It is most difficult to transfer all the content and the idea
of the author. In fact, I don't see much here. My teacher often corrects our use of words.
For example, we used to use TO BE or HAVE, GET and he said we should avoid using
them because they have vague meanings.
Interviewer: Which way of translation, among others, seems to be most effective to
you?

A4: I don't see many. My class is so crowded and only one student is picked up to do
translation. But each person would have their own way of translation and in that case,
only one student's translation is corrected, the others are not.
Interviewer: So when you translate a text from Vietnamese to English, what are the
difficulties have you faced?
A4: First comes the problem with vocabulary. Secondly, in many cases, I cannot
differentiate meaning aspects of words with similar meanings. Sometimes, I don't know
which word I should use. Another problem is English grammar which is very
confusing.
Interviewer: Which tools do you often use in translation?
A4: I use Vietnamese-English and English-Vietnamese dictionary. Sometimes I google
expressions to see how they are used in foreign press.
Interviewer: In addition to your translation class, what do you do to improve your
translation skills?
A4: I take extra classes. I also read Washington Post, New York Times, VoA, BBC so
that I could learn more about how and when they use specific terms.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss you translations with your friends?
A4: Well, almost never, we don't have that habit.
Interviewer: Do you think that the translation course in our university is important?
A4: Yes. Because we will do a lot of interpretation and translation in the future. It also
helps to improve my English.
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Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Interview with student AS
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
AS: Translation means to transfer a source language text to the target language text.
Interviewer: But what should we do while translating?
AS: We need to understand the message of the author and try to transfer it as close as
possible to the original text in the smoothest way. Besides, we should know who the
readers are to use the appropriate words.
Interviewer: The readers? So, how would you translate this article?
AS: This is an article from a newspaper, which means readers could be anyone. So, I
think that the language to be used should be neutral, not too political or complicated so
that many people can understand it.
Interviewer: So how have you been taught at school in translation? What are the ways
of translation?

AS: With regards to Vietnamese-English translation, my teacher said that we should not
translate word by word but we have to transfer the message of the author. It means that
after reading the source language text, there would be a step so called
DEVERBALISATION where we would try to forget the words, re-envisage the
message and translate it into English in the most similar way to that of native speakers.
Interviewer: Which methods in class, do you think, are the most effective to you?
What have you learnt?
AS: My teacher often provides us with very PRO words which sounds very English.
Very often my teacher uses noun phrases which I find very interesting and similar to the
English style, short and preferring noun phrases to clauses. In addition, he advises us
not to use repeating words because English is a very rich language. We can use
Therasus dictionary to find synonyms. But we should notice its meanings and register in
order to avoid repetition. We should not have any repetitions of meaning either.
Sometimes, the author aimed to repeat the idea for emphasis but we still need to have
sensible change to avoid boredom. For example, we can change the word or structure.

My teacher also reminded us of the preciseness, compactness and avoiding wordy
translation because Vietnamese often have lengthy way of expression. In addition, he
teaches us how to translate titles. He gave us 4 rules. Firstly, no TO BE. Secondly,
minimise the number of verbs used. No continuous tenses but instead, using present
perfect, simple present tenses or using infinitive to express future. Or we could use
nouns only in headline but still manage to keep the full meaning. And use common
terms in press to make it impressive.
Interviewer: So, what are the difficulties you often face when you do translation?
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AS: For Vietnamese-English translation, my difficulty is that the Vietnamese people
often use lengthy expressions with repetitions, obscurities or exaggerations. Sometimes,
reporters failed to understand the nature of the issue but use words favoured by the
crowd.

Interviewer: So, the first difficulty comes from Vietnamese, what else?
AS: Secondly, the way of thinking of Vietnamese people is pretty much different from
that of English people. So, sometimes, I have to consider the use of language, how to
transfer it nicely. For example, Vietnamese people do not often use passive voice which
is favoured in English.

Interviewer: Any other difficulties?
AS: Some words are new to me. Some expressions are strange and thus I find it difficult

to translate. For example, this phrase 'nhan dip tron nam dfru tien':
Interviewer: What would you do when you face these difficulties?
AS: I often read it thoroughly, get the main idea, get rid of unnecessary words, or
separate too long sentences. For the second difficulty, the difference in the way of
thinking, I am reading more English so that after reading the Vietnamese version, I
would try to deverbal to forget the Vietnamese expression and translate it into English
in the most natural way.
Interviewer: I would like to know what are the means you often use when you do the
translation?
AS: If I am home, I would use Lac Viet or Google Translation. If I am at school and I

don't have my laptop with me, I often use English- English dictionary and then I often
have to guess the meaning of the words. I also use Therasus.
Interviewer: Apart from your translation class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
AS: I read news

Interviewer: What kinds of news?
AS: I read BBC, VOA websites or Washington Post, the Guardian Weekly, ABC ...

Interviewer: Anything else?
AS: I read both English and Vietnamese because we need to master Vietnamese as well.

Interviewer: Do you often discuss your translation with your classmates?
AS: Rarely. Sometimes in class a student is asked to write the translation on the

blackboard. We often ask each other how to translate this or that. Or sometimes my
teacher asks if there are any alternatives then I would present my translation.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
AS: Yes, I do. Because I think translation skills will be needed wherever I work, either
in companies or ministries. Currently I am studying interpretation as well. It also helps
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my translation since it provides me with more vocabulary and improves my reaction
with the words I use.
Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Interview with student A6
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
A6: Translation means to transfer a source language text to a target language text. First
we have to understand the SLT and ensure faithfulness even when we have many ways
to translate it. A translation must be short but coherent, for example, a SL sentence is 5
or 6 lines long then we should not make the TL sentence longer. It's best if we can
write the TLT as native speakers do. However we write it, it must keep the SLT's
content.
Interviewer: Which skills have you learnt from your translation classes?
A6: The teacher requires us to translate completely and faithfully, the translation should
be short, the words should be short and impressive, especially in press translation.
Interviewer: Which methods in class, do you think, are the most effective to you?

A6: .... (take long time to think) First, I've learnt that translators must always guarantee
the preciseness of the SLT. After I translate and edit the TLT, I sometimes change the
text a little according to Vietnamese thinking, which sometimes leads to some losses or
additions. It's a process of trying to make the TLT short but still natural. Another thing
that I find very useful is how to write a text that is easy to read.
Interviewer: So, what are the difficulties you often face when you do translation?

A6: First, it's the Vietnamese language and the Vietnamese texts, which are lengthy
and unintelligible. Sometimes I just can't figure it out. It's worst that in some sentences,
the subject and verb do not agree. Then I usually have to try to infer and guess what the
writer means or make some changes. Next, Vietnamese language is quite varied, with a
lot of words and expressions, translators have to escape from the Vietnamese thinking
to get themselves into the Western world. When translating we have to abandon many
things. There are two parts inside us, a Vietnamese and a Western man. That's a culture
issue and we need to keep that in mind in order to have a successful translation.
Interviewer: I would like to know what are the means you often use when you do the
translation?
A6: The most important thing is the head. There's no dictionary which can provide us
ideas but we need to think. I also use Oxford Advanced learners, collocation dictionary
to check the use of words, grammar structure. Well, I think using dictionaries too much
is not good. They sometimes confuse me and make my translation long. I feel that I
have to use so much energy looking the up that I am distracted and my head spin
around. At home I occasionally use Lac-Viet dictionary but in general I don't trust
dictionaries much.
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Interviewer: Apart from your translation class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
A6: I read American and English newspapers for example Washington Post and try
translating. I read them and learn the writing style. Besides I have a part-time job as a
translator.
Interviewer: Don't you discuss your translations with friends?
A6: Oh, very rarely because we don't spend much time together after class. We
sometimes do in the class, but not much.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
A6: Yes. The teachers provide us with basic skills to apply in different situations.
Interviewer: Do you think you will need translation skill in the future?
A6: If I pursue the career of translation, yes very much. If not, in any case, translation
skill is important.
Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Interview with student A 7
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
A7: Translation means to transfer a source language text to a target language text while
ensuring faithfulness, completeness and naturalness. Faithfulness means the translator
must be loyal to the SLT in meaning and content. Completeness refers to the word
choice, collocation.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
A7: We are given work to prepare at home, in the class one student is appointed to
write his preparation on the board. The whole class discuss the work, mostly the
mistakes. The good translation must be grammatically correct with Subject - Verb Object structure. We must use collocation dictionary, not invent expression by
ourselves. He advises us against using words with general meaning like give or be. I
find all those useful and effective.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?

A7: First, Vietnamese language text is quite incoherent and difficult to read, I often
have to analyse before translating. Second, the English collocations are very
complicated. Word use is hard to master. It's also not easy to make the translation
sound English.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
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A7: I use the computer, Lac-Viet dictionary, English -English dictionary by Longman
or Oxford, Collocation dictionary. I also use the internet to look up the phrases, proper
names, some people's titles or names of organisations.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
A7: I join translation class off campus. I read online newspapers such as the
Economist's, ihp.com and so on.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss your work with other students?
A7: Sometimes I do and compare our translations.
Interviewer: Do you find translation skills important to you?
A7: Yes, it is very important. It shows how good my English is. And it is a tool for me
to live on in the future so it must be considered important.
Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Interview with student AS
Interviewer: What is translation, according to you?
AS: Translation from Vietnamese to English is a process of transferring fully the
content from this language to the other. It requires, I think, to narrow the gap between
the two languages, for example if there is a phrase that is culturally unintelligible, the
translator should try to find a way to make it through to readers including using
footnote or another way of expression. As I said, there are differences in the writing
style of English and Vietnamese, so if I find any lengthy sentences, I just feel free to
delete irrelevant parts.
Interviewer: How is a class of translation delivered?
AS: A translation class is very simple. My teacher gives us some text to translate at
home and then correct it in the next class. We learn more when he corrects our
translation. He said we can eliminate lengthy parts, for example, 'the great depression
in the 1930s of the 20th century', we all know that the 1930s must be part of of the 20th
century, so, the 20th century could be omitted.

Secondly, it is necessary to differentiate groups of vocabulary such as formal and
informal groups, the differences between protocol, treaty or accord. In addition, for the
same of expression "increase" or "decrease", for example whether to use "increase" or
"boost", it should be very flexible, avoid repetition in a paragraph.
Interviewer: Which way of translation, among others, is the most effective to you?
AS: Firstly, I would try to combine all the skills that I have learnt. All are necessary but
in many cases, regardless how hard I try, I could not ensure 100% of the text's content,
so I think in that case I would try first to ensure the correct and full translation before
taking into account polishing the text nicely. It is unacceptable to have a good but
incorrect translation.
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Interviewer: So what are the difficulties you often face when you translate a text from
Vietnamese to English?
AS: Firstly, Vietnamese text is often not compact with a lot of information and written

in a disordered structure. Or, there are many words used to refer to one thing. For
example, for the title of Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, sometimes he
is mentioned as government official, or a long-term working official and thus it is
difficult to translate into English. Usually in a paragraph pronoun HE can be used
whenever referring to that Ambassador. Our Vietnamese is too flowery.
Interviewer: What do you often use for your translation?
AS: Firstly, it is Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary; Collocation Dictionary;
Longman Contemporary English DVD, LacViet Dictionary. If I need a certain person
or term, I will google it.
Interviewer: Apart from your translation classes, what do you do to better your
translation skills?
AS: I update myself with news and establish a dictionary in my mind. I often group

words into different categories such as CONFLICT category including such words as
retaliate, leader, troops and so on. It is also very helpful for listening because I am also
familiar with popular people and their titles. Sometimes, I discuss translation works
with my friends, the brilliant ones so that I can learn from them.
Interviewer: How do you update news?
AS: I use internet. I often read news on prestigious website such as CNN to save time. I
rarely read news on VOA because articles in CNN are often shorter and thus I can read
more news. If I need in-depth information, I will look for it in Editorial in VOA.

Interviewer: Do you find your translation course important?
AS: In fact, this course is just part of the curriculum for linguistic students without high
applicability later. If I become a journalist or work in the foreign affairs, it would be

good because most of the vocabulary I have is in this field. I accumulate the skills
myself because there is no specific system in this curriculum. We have to learn bits by
bits from exercises given by the teacher. There is no specific system of learning
translation for students.
Interviewer: Do you think that you will need translation skills in the future?
AS: Translation skills are always needed especially for linguistic students. If I can

transfer information between the two languages, I will feel much more confident in my
work.
Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Interview with student A9
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
A9: Translation means to transfer a source language text to a target language text.
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Interviewer: What do we need to ensure when doing translation?
A9: Different languages express the same thing in different ways. Therefore, translation
must ensure honesty. The most important thing in translation, I think, is to put ourselves
in the position of the reader, which means, how to make the translated text most
understandable to the readers. The most challenging part is that if we do focus too much
on word-by-word translation, it could be difficult for the readers. As you can see, when
I translated, I was very careful in understanding how to express in Vietnamese and in
English for a specific term. Otherwise, it would be ridiculous, for example, to translate
this phrase 'rn~u ai con nghi nga chinh sach cua My', if we use the "If-Then" structure,
it would be a terrible mistake.
Interviewer: Which skills have you learnt from your translation classes?
A9: Mr. Thach often reminds us that translation beginners often make the word-byword mistake. It seems to be very easy in theory but very often we apply our way of
expression which may make the translated version unnatural and difficult for readers.
Secondly, in Vietnamese-English translation, there is a structure so-called "parallel
structure", which means grammatical structures in the same position should be parallel,
not a verb here and a noun there, especially in listing.
Interviewer: Which skill is the most important to you and you use it most often?
A9: Understanding the message of the text is the most important. We need to
understand what the text is about.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
A9: My biggest difficulty is looking for equivalent terms or expressions in English.
Very often I understand the message but how to express it remains a question.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
A9: Collocation dictionary, dictionary of synonyms and the internet to have more
background knowledge because sometimes without background understanding, I may
produce wrong translation.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
A9: I translate analysis articles, especially in Australian press. Or sometimes I find
some Vietnamese articles on international relations and I try to translate them.
Interviewer: What kinds of press you often read?
A9: I often read internet press such as vnexpress, dantri, nhandan ...
Interviewer: Don't you discuss your translations with friends?

A9: Oh, very rarely because I don't think it's effective.
Interviewer: Do you find translation skills important to you?
A9: It is a very important subject for an English student like me.
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Interviewer: What about in the future?

A9: Whatever I would do in the future, even if I don't use translation skills much, I still
think it is very important because it will support other skills
Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Interview with student AlO
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
AlO: Translation means to transfer a source language text to the target language text
while keeping the author's message.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
AlO: Our teacher is very knowledgeable. He shows us the use of collocations, the way
of learning vocabulary - learn a word in a phrase, not one word alone and preposition
combination. When we transfer Vietnamese into English, we should not transfer every
word but the content.
Interviewer: What do you find most effective for you in the translation course?
AlO: It's the word combination and how to write English in a natural writing style.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
AlO: The first difficulty comes from the SLT and how to comprehend it because
Vietnamese texts are often very lengthy, repetitive and thus confusing. It's also not easy
for me to express the author's message in English naturally. Lastly, the word choice is
also a hard job.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
AlO: I use Vietnamese - English dictionary, Oxford Advanced learner's dictionary,
Collocation dictionary and Activator Dictionary, all of which help me to choose the
most appropriate words and phrases.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
AlO: I read Vietnamese newspaper to get information and learn the writing style of
Vietnamese writers. I also read online newspapers written in English to learn the
phrases.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss with friends?
AlO: Yes, I do. I discuss with them and we compare our translations. I learn a lot from
my friends.
Interviewer: Do you think translation skill is important to you?
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AlO: Yes it is. I find is very useful for my learning English, and in the future I'll
certainly use it in my work to earn a living.
Interviewer: Ok. Thank you very much.

Interview with student Bl
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
Bl: Translation means to transfer a source language text to a target language text while
maintaining the content and the author's message.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
Bl: We are given work to prepare at home, in the class one student is appointed to write
his preparation on the board. The whole class discuss the work, sentence by sentence,
mostly the mistakes. For example, putting the adverb at the beginning or at the end. He
advises us on the wdrd choice and collocations, for example he would give a list of
words with the same meaning and explain their differences then we choose the
appropriate ones.
Interviewer: What is the most effective translation method that you've learnt?
Bl: It's the choice of words. I've learnt that we should not just take the meaning from
the dictionary but have to consider the sense and situation it is being used.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
Bl: My grammar is not very good so I can't write very well. But the most difficult
thing is the use of collocations, which verb goes with this noun ...
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
Bl: At home I use dictionaries and then I surf the google to see whether the phrase
exists, if it does, I'll use it.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
Bl: I read online magazines such as VOAnews or bbc.
Interviewer: Do you have access to the internet at home?
Bl: Yes.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss your work with other students?
Bl: Normally I would ask my friend about grammar because my grammar is bad. For
example, a sentence in Vietnamese text has 2 or 3 verbs, so when translating we have to
decide which one is the main verb and how to treat other verbs, using V-ing or a
relative clause.
Interviewer: Do you find translation skills important to you?
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Bl: Sure yes, it's my major, the most important course in our program.
Interviewer: Do you think in the future you will need it?

Bl: Yes, I will have to use it to earn a living. I have chosen the program right from the
beginning.
Interviewer: OK, thank you very much.

Interview with student B2
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
B2: Translation means to transfer a source language text to a target language text while
maintaining the content completely and precisely.
Interviewer: So the content is the most important thing?
B2: Yes, if we don't understand the SL text then the TL text will be distorted and the
readers will not get the message.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
B2: First we learn some theory at the beginning of the semester, the teacher talked
about translation and interpretation. Then when it comes to the practice part, we are
given work to prepare at home, in the class one student' is appointed to write his
preparation on the board. The whole class discusses the work, sentence by sentence,
mostly the mistakes, then the teacher corrects the mistakes.
Interviewer: What do you discuss?
B2: We focus on the mistakes, grammar mistakes, the use of words and prepositions.
Interviewer: What do you find most useful?
B2: It's the collocations, the combination of words, which is very difficult but
interesting. The teacher knows a lot about it. And if the sentences are too long, we can
divide them into smaller parts.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
B2: I use electric dictionary or the internet to check the phrases for example the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs ... I also can enlarge my vocabulary when I read online
newspapers. I often find an English article and its Vietnamese version to read.
Interviewer: What newspapers do you read?
B2: Normally BBC because it has both English and Vietnamese versions.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
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B2: The biggest difficulty is vocabulary, many new words to me, sometimes I know the
words but don't know how to combine them with other words to make sentences though
I understand the Vietnamese text. And many sentences in the Vietnamese text are very
long and difficult to translate. Cutting them up is not easy either. My grammar is not
good and I think I haven't been able to escape from the Vietnamese thinking when I
write an English version.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss your work with other students?
B2: Yes, sometimes. I stay in the hostel so if I don't know any words I would ask my
friends. We discuss our translations, which helps a lot. I remember better when I
discuss with my friends.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill? Do you join any extra translation class?
B2: No, I don't. Other thing? ... as I said I just discuss with friends.
Interviewer: Do you find translation skills important to you?
B2: Yes, of course. Translation is one of our majors.
Interviewer: Do you think in the future you'll need them?
B2: Well, if I work as a translator or interpreter, it will be very important but if for
general communication, not so much.
Interviewer: Right. Thank you very much.

Interview with student B3
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?

A3: Translation means to transfer a source language text to the target language text
while maintaining the content.
Interviewer: Anything else?
A3: Maintaining the content ... that's all
Interviewer: How have you been taught at school in translation?

A3: We are given work to prepare at home, in the class one student is appointed to
write his preparation on the board. Then the teacher explains why this is ok, that is not
ok. He said we need to understand the SLT first.
Interviewer: Do you do any discussion in class?

A3: Well, the teacher usually asks for our opinions and comments. We rarely do any
discussion just among ourselves.
Interviewer: Which methods in class, do you think, are the most effective to you?

H: Actually not much, I think it's the idea about collocations, we have to consider using
words in meaningful phrases, not just combine the words.
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Interviewer: What are the difficulties you often face when you do translation like this
one?
A3: Many new words for me. I don't know how to transfer some expressions. And
normally Vietnamese language is kind of opposite of English so it's difficult to write
good English text. In addition, my English grammar is not so good. The teacher says
my English translation sounds like Vietnamese.

Interviewer: What facilities do you use to translate a text like this?
A3: Ah, I use dictionaries like Oxford English - English dictionary, dictionary of
collocation as the teacher recommended. In the class, I often use electric dictionary.

Interviewer: Don't you use the internet?
A3: Not very much because I don't know how to use it effectively for translation tasks.

Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill? Do you join any extra translation class?
A3: I don't. I sometimes read newspapers online for example VOA, BBC.

Interviewer: Do you often discuss with your friends?
A3: I don't, my friends are not good at translation either.

Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
A3: Sure yes. Because it's our major, however, I feel that we haven't learnt much. Now
I still have many difficulties in translation as my vocabulary size is still small.

Interviewer: Do you think translation skill will be necessary for your future work?
A3: Well, if I have the chance to use a lot of English, then this skill will be very
necessary but if not, it won't be.

Interviewer: Ok. Thank you very much.

Interview with student B4
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
B4: Translation means to transfer a source language text to the target language text.
Interviewer: What do we need to do while transferring?
B4: We need to maintain the content of the text.
Interviewer: Is that all?
B4: Uhm ... yeah
Interviewer: How have you been taught at school in translation?
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B4: The teacher instructed us about the use of words. And when we translate from
English into Vietnamese, the Vietnamese text should sound Vietnamese.
Interviewer: What about from Vietnamese into English?
B4: We need to pay attention to grammar structures of English, make the sentences
simple.
Interviewer: Which methods in class, do you think, are the most effective to you?
B4: I learnt about how to use words, for example there are many words with the same
meaning but different usage in different situations. I also learnt to change the
complicated Vietnamese sentences into simpler ones so that I can translate better.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you often face when you do translation like this
one?
B4: There are many words that are new to me. I don't know how to transfer some
expressions. And normally Vietnamese language is kind of opposite of English so it's
difficult to write good English text.
Interviewer: Anything else?
B4: Sometimes I meet technical words, for example words of politics.
Interviewer: What do you do when you face these difficulties?
B4: I try to collect the words of different topics for example as I read newspapers. I also
read news on Vietnam News, The people or the website of our foreign ministry.
Interviewer: Well, I mean what facilities do you use to translate a text like this?
B4: Ah, I use dictionaries like English- English dictionary, dictionary of collocation.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss with friends?
B4: No, I don't. It doesn't help.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
B4: Sure yes. It's our major. However, I feel that I haven't learnt much. Now my
English is still very poor.
Interviewer: Do you think translation skill will be necessary for your future work?
B4: I think not much. But the skill is important even in communication as we always
need to choose the right word to say.
Interviewer: Ok. Thank you very much.
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Interview with student BS
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
BS: I think translation is when we transfer a text from one language into another, and
after that we understand the text better and our grammar will also be more accurate.
When we read the text again, we have to consider whether the words are used correctly,
if not we have to change so that they sound most natural.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
BS: We are given work to prepare at home, in the class one student is appointed to write
his preparation on the board. The whole class discuss the work, mostly the mistakes.
Then the teacher explains why this is ok, that is not ok.
Interviewer: Do you find that effective?
BS: It's ok.
Interviewer: What translation methods do you find most useful?
BS: The teacher always stresses that we have to write the TLT naturally as a native
speaker do, not translate word by word. But it's so difficult.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
BS: My vocabulary is very small, so I have to depend on dictionary most of the time. I
translate word by word and my writing is not natural. I think my English is not good at
all.
Interviewer: So you use dictionary a lot in translation?
BS: Yes.
Interviewer: What other tools that you often use?
BS: At home I have translation machine program in my computer, which I use quite
often to compare with my own translation. But sometimes I depend on it too much, I
think.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
BS: I sometimes read news, I have internet access at home but it's not very good, some
English websites are prevented, such as voa. But I can log on bbc. I read newspapers,
too.
Interviewer: Do you discuss with your friends?
BS: Oh not much. We don't have much time together and if we're together it's not for
learning, maybe just some minutes before class.
Interviewer: Do you think that you will need translation skill in the future?
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B5: If I work for a foreign company or a foreign affairs department of a company, I
may need it. If not, I am not sure.
Interviewer: What about the role of translation in your learning English?
B5: At present, it's important. For example, in reading we need translation skill to
understand the text better. In communication, it's also very important because the skill
helps me understand others better and vice versa.
Interviewer: Ok, thank you very much.

Interview with student B6
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
B6: Translation means to transfer a source language text to the target language text. The
translator needs to have knowledge about the text, and write a reader-friendly TL text.
Interviewer: So how have you been taught at school in translation?
B6: The teacher told us how to use words appropriately in different situations, and said
that we have to write English or Vietnamese as native speakers do.
However, we do one text and know that text only, we cannot apply the techniques in
other texts. We still haven't gained the skill.

Interviewer: What else do you need for the course?
B6: We need to work on basic theory, work with texts which have common structures
so that we can apply what we learn widely. The course needs to be more systematic.
Interviewer: I thought that you have learnt theory of translation, haven't you?
NH: But it was purely theory and no specific examples were provided.

Interviewer: Which methods in class, do you think, are the most effective to you?
B6: It's the use of words with the same meaning in different situations.
Interviewer: So, what are the difficulties you often face when you do translation?
B6: I depend too much on the SL text that's why my translation is just like a
combination of words, I translate word by word. I understand the Vietnamese text but
cannot write an equivalent English version.
Interviewer: I would like to know what are the means you often use when you do the
translation?
B6: I use English-Vietnamese dictionary, Vietnamese-English dictionary, electronic
dictionary or my handphone.
Interviewer: Do you use the internet?
B6: Not very often.
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Interviewer: Apart from your translation class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
B6: I read articles on voanews.com, bbc.com.uk or cnn.com.
Interviewer: What can you learn from reading those websites?
B6: I just read to understand the news, not details or language structures or words use.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss translation problems with your friends?
B6: Almost never. They are just as bad.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
B6: Of course yes. It's one of our majors.
Interviewer: Do you think you need it for your future job?
B6: Sure yes since more and more documents are written in English, translation skill
will be very necessary. If my English is good, I will have more chances.
Interviewer: Ok. That's all I want to ask you. Thank you very much.

Interview with student B7
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
B7: I think translation means transferring a text from one language into another, while
maintaining the content of the translated text.
Interviewer: How have you been taught at school in translation?
B7: Well, we learn some theory at the beginning of the semester, the teacher talked
about translation and interpretation. Then when it comes to the practice part, we are
given work to prepare at home, in the class one student is appointed to write his
preparation on the board. The whole class is encouraged to comment on the work,
sentence by sentence, mostly the mistakes, then the teacher corrects the mistakes.
Interviewer: What mistakes does he correct?
B7: Usually he corrects grammar mistakes and wrong use of words.
Interviewer: What do you find most useful?
B7: Well, it seems that we have new translation task all the time, I don't quite get the
core of it. The most useful piece is that the teacher always stresses on the use of
collocations, words are not used separately but in a group or expression. But it's very
difficult.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
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B7: My vocabulary is quite small. My grammar is not good either. That's why I find
translation very difficult. The teacher asks us to write the English version as a native
speaker does but ... when can I do like that? Very difficult.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
B7: I use electric dictionary to check the phrases for example the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs ... I also can enlarge my vocabulary when I read online newspapers such as VOA
or BBC but it takes a lot of time and sometimes I become impatient. I read Vietnam
News too to learn new words.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss your work with other students?
B7: Well, almost no. My classmates are also not very good at English, and I don't have
much time with other students in other class.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
B7: It should be, because our major is English but my English is not good. I think I
need to improve a lot.
Interviewer: Do you think translation skill will be necessary for your future work?
B7: Well, I hope that in the future I can have a job which requires me to use English,
then the skill will be very important. If I can't then it still is, but not so much.
Interviewer: Ok, thank you very much.

Interview with student BS
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
BS: Translation means to transfer a text from one language to another, keeping the
content and the author's implications.
Interviewer: How have you been taught at school in translation?
BS: The teacher told us how to use words appropriately in different situations, stressing
on the collocations and grammar.
Interviewer: Grammar of Vietnamese or English?
BS: Both.
Interviewer: Anything else?
BS: That's it
Interviewer: How does the teacher carry out a translation lesson?
BS: Usually he gives us homework, we would do it at home then when we come to the
class, one student would be appointed to the write his/her preparation on the board and
then the teacher asks other people to comment on the work. He corrects the written text
on the board and also explain why different opinions are appropriate or not.
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Interviewer: Is it useful for you?

TD: Yes. I know more words and how to use them.
Interviewer: What have you gained from the translation course?
BS: I've learnt rules in translation.

Interviewer: For example?
BS: First before translating, we need to understand the text and be able to summarise it
in our words.

Interviewer: What about during and after translating?
BS: I have to consider the structure and the use of words.

Interviewer: What difficulties do you often face when you do translation?
BS: Sometimes I forget words, or I meet new words. And sometimes Vietnamese
language is complicated. One word can be translated into many English words, then we
have to consider and select.

Interviewer: What do you often use when you do the translation?
BS: I use dictionaries. Oxford Advanced learner's, collocation dictionary.

Interviewer: Do you use the internet?
BS: I don't

Interviewer: Apart from your translation class, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
BS: I read Vietnamese newspapers, then I try to translate into English.

Interviewer: What newspaper do you read?
BS:I usually read vnexpress, vietnamnet. Sometimes I meet new words, I look them up
in the dictionary.

Interviewer: Do you read English-written newspaper?
BS: I read voanews.com, iht.com,.
Interviewer: Do you find this translation course important for you?
BS: Yes. First, it will serve my future work. Second, I use words more accurately both
in English and Vietnamese.

Interviewer: Ok. Thank you very much.
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Interview with student B9
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
B9: Translation means to completely transfer the meaning of what we write, basing on
the situation.
Interviewer: What do you think is the most important in translation?
B9: It's keeping the content of the SLT.
Interviewer: How long have you learnt translation?
B9: We have learnt translation for one and a half semester.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
B9: We are given work to prepare at home, in the class one student is appointed to write
his preparation on the board, paragraph by paragraph, unlike the other teacher last
semester, she asked us to write the whole text. Our teacher this time does not correct the
whole sentence but phrases, pointing out the mistakes of word use.
Interviewer: What translation methods have you learnt?
B9: Well, not much, I can't remember. He said we need to be careful in the choice of
words and write English or Vietnamese so that it sounds as natural as possible. But it's
beyond my ability.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
B9: Well, a lot. Many new words for me. My English grammar is not good so I can't
write a good translation.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
B9: I use Lac Viet dictionary, collocation dictionary.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
B9: Sometimes, I read newspapers, for example Vietnam News or some online
newspapers like vnexpress.net or dantri.com. I also try reading voa or bbc but they are
quite difficult.
Interviewer: What can you learn from vnexpress.net or dantri.com?
B9: Well, I have more information, maybe that will help me translate better.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss your work with other students?
B9: No, almost never. I'm lazy. And I see no point in doing so.
Interviewer: Why?
B9: We don't spend much time learning together, and ... maybe I'm lazy.
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Interviewer: Do you find translation skills important to you?
B9: Well yes. It helps me learn English better. In the future I may need it work if my
job requires English.
Interviewer: Ok. Thank you very much.

Interview with student BlO
Interviewer: What is translation, in your opinion?
BlO: Translation means to transfer a source language text to a target language text in
written form and we have to keep the content of the text, the author's message.
Interviewer: How have you been taught translation in class?
BlO: We are given work to prepare at home, in the class one student is appointed to
write his preparation on the board. The whole class discuss the work, mostly the
mistakes. The teacher helps us to correct the sentences in grammar and provides us
some new phrases. He distinguishes the words which have the same meaning but are
used differently. He also stresses on the style of writing. But first and foremost, we have
to understand the text thoroughly.
Interviewer: What do you find most useful?
BlO: It's the choice of words, words must go together in a phrase, not alone.
Interviewer: What are the difficulties you face when doing Vietnamese-English
translation?
BlO: First, my English vocabulary is not big, there are many new words for me,
especially in the field of politics, I mean the technical words. Second, my writing is bad
too. I think it will take long before I can write as a native speaker does.
Interviewer: What are the tools that you often use in translation?
BlO: I use Lac-Viet dictionary, English -English dictionary by Oxford, Collocation
dictionary. I also use the internet to look up the phrases, proper names, some people's
titles or names of organisations.
Interviewer: In addition to translation in classes, what do you do to improve your
translation skill?
BlO: I join translation class off campus. I read online newspapers such as voa or bbc. I
also read Vietnam News magazine to improve my English and my writing.
Interviewer: Do you often discuss your work with other students?
BlO:Well ... Sometimes I ask the senior students who live in the hostel with me. That
helps.
Interviewer: Do you find translation skills important to you?
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BlO: Yes, it is very important. It helps me learn English better. In the future if I work
for a foreign company, I will need translation skill.
Interviewer: Right. Thank you very much.
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APPENDIX VI

Students' think-aloud protocol interviews

Student A4's TAPs

Interviewer: What are you going to do first?
A4: Fist I'm going to read the whole text to get the general idea about it. Then I circle
the unknown or difficult words. The first reading also helps me to allocate time better.
Interviewer: Go ahead. What have you found?
A4: This text is about Vietnam-US relation, the Ambassador wants to reaffirm
American policy in this relation. There's a visit. Now I'll start to translate ...
Interviewer: Ok, now what are you thinking?
A4: I'll start with the title ... As this is the title, I won't translate it as it is written in
Vietnamese but as a noun phrase. It's better, my teacher says that and I agree with him.
Interviewer: Did you think of that possibility right when you saw the title?
A4: I did. What do you think? You know, when I put it as a noun phrase, I don't have
to think of a tense for the verb, this is simpler and more beautiful.
Interviewer: Oh, I'll tell you later, not now. Just go on.
A4: The next sentence is not so difficult to translate except the phrase 'tron nam dfru
tien' ... I may cross it out - the flowery part ... occasion ...
Interviewer: Are you going to check its spelling?
A4: Yes, I suddenly forget how many s there should be.
Interviewer: Uhm ... Are you considering something?
A4: I'm considering the phrase in the evening of ... or on the evening of .. these time
phrases ... August 2dh I'm going to put it as an adverbial phrase . . . in the event of ...
'tron nam dfru tien'. I think I should have put this at the beginning.
Interviewer: Feel free to change any part you don't feel ok with.
A4: Ah, ok ... 'nhi~m k:Y d~i sir' ... ambassador term is it? No, I've never heard of this.
I'll check the word ambassador... ambassadorial term ... ok. I'm thinking it'll be a little
awkward if I put in the event of the first year then another of .. too many ofs. 'nhan dip
tron nam dfru tien' ... Oh, what about a press conference for ... 'toi tlm each g~p ga
nguai dan va cac quan chuc cua chinh phu ... This is long ... I'm going to separate the
clauses.
Interviewer: Uhm ... Why?
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A4: If not the sentence will be too complicated. I tend to make things simpler ... 'd6 la
ly do toi hQc tieng Vi~t' ... I learn Vietnamese. 'nh~n m:;inh' ... emphasise ... stress ...
stress is spoken English, it's just like say.
Interviewer: Uhm ... What are you thinking?
A4: I'm thinking about this phrase 'neu ai con nghi nga chfnh sach cua My' ... it'll be
very long if I just translate word by word like if anyone doubts ... I'll link the part ...
'thl trong chuyen tham cua thu tu6ng Nguy~n T~n Dung vira qua' with the part 'ong
Bush da n6i trong tu yen b6 chung trong chuyen tham ... '. That's best I think ... chfnh
sach cua My ... If anyone still doubts the US policy ... president Bush n6i trong tuyen bB
chung ... spoke about the bilateral agreement that ... bilateral agreement in ...
Interviewer: You don't know the word 'tuyen bB chung'?
A4: No, I don't. Can you tell me?
Interviewer: Communique
A4: Ah ... communique. 'trong chuyen tham' ... in the visit of PM Nguyln Tdn Dung ...
but it's a bit long, I'm thinking of a way to shorten it ... in the visit ... NTD's visit is
shortest. This part will be just one clause... The US government support . . . 'toan v~n
lanh th6' ... integrity, I'm going to check this phrase in the dictionary ... sovereign ...
sovereignty ... Where am I? ...
Interviewer: What are you thinking?
A4: I'm still thinking about the verb 'n6i' I think it's like 'phat bi~u· if so ... state ... or
declare ... but this is too formal, maybe it's not necessary ... Should I put visit to the
US? No, it's not needed because they are just talking about Vietnam and the US ... 'lanh
th6' ... territory ... territorial ... I need to check this word.
Interviewer: You want to check its spelling?
A4: Yes.
Interviewer: Is that all?
A4: I have to read it again ... spoke should be state ... or said that ...
Interviewer: Why?
A4: This is just a normal saying ... state is used for very high-ranking leaders talking
about very important thing ... spoke is used in direct talking more. I also want to check
the grammar, spelling. I think that's it.
Interviewer: Finished? Thank you very much.

Student AS's Taps

Interviewer: Now what do you do first?
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AS: First I read the title because the title always bears the main idea of the text. Just
some seconds I'll find out whether the topic is familiar or not, what I know about it. I
usually pay a lot of attention to the title because it brings the first impression to the
readers. This title is rather simple so I'll translate straight away and have Vietnam-US
relation on a better footing.
'
Interviewer: Why not use develop?
AS: It's too colloquial and has much connotation, while this is the title, it needs to be
impressive. Moreover, we sometimes need to use myth words for the title. So I choose
to use on a better footing.

Interviewer: Ok, just go on. So is this topic familiar to you?
AS: Yes.

Interviewer: Now what are you doing?
AS: I'm reading quickly through the text and I'm going to underline the part which I
think will be difficult to be translated ... This might be a bit difficult ...

I've finished reading. Only this phrase is a bit hard - "nhan dip tron nam dftu tien" ...
Interviewer: What else are you thinking of?
AS: The sentences in this text are not very long, no need to divide, there's no missed
idea so no need to combine sentences. I'm going to translate right away. US
Ambassador to Vietnam Michael Michilak held a press conference in .... on occasion of
the first year, ... On occasion of fulfilment of .. This is too lengthy ... First year
anniversary . . . so just need after his first year working in Vietnam as .... Ahh no need.
What is 'nhi~m k)r d~i su'? term ... after the first year of his term.

Interviewer: Just go ahead. What's wrong?
AS: I think I haven't transferred completely the idea of 'tron nam'. I'll use this term ...
Can I use the dictionary?

Interviewer: Yes, of course. What word are you looking up?
AS: I'm looking the word term up to see its collocation ... uhm ... nothing ...

Interviewer: Now what are you thinking?
AS: I always think of the word fulfil when I meet the word 'tron' ... I want to use a noun
phrase here. On the fulfilment of his first year as ambassador . . .. Of his ambassador
term ...

Interviewer: What are you looking for?
AS: I'm looking for its adjective ... ahh ... ambassadorial term.

Interviewer: What are you going to do next?
AS: So this will be on the fulfilment of his ambassadorial term's first year in VN. .. He
said... I try to ... here if I use meet for 'g~p go', it's not very good ... I try to meet the
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people, government officials. The phrase 'nhi~u han' - it's not formal enough to use
meet more. While this is a press conference, and he's an ambassador, he must use
something formal ... 'E>6 la ly do ... '. I think this sentence has already been translated
from English. I try to get more contact with the people and the party .... That's the
reason why I learn Vietnamese .... I've been learning Vietnamese.
Interviewer: So you don't use meet for

'g~p

ga'

AS: Yes, because we have the phrase 'nhi~u hem' here. If I say meet more, it doesn't
sound ok.I'll use get in more contact with ...

Interviewer: Some of your friends use civilian hay citizen for 'nguai dan'. What do
you think?
AS: If so I have the feeling that he looks down on the people, because citizen or civilian
are used to talk about very normal people ... Citizen is ok but we usually say citizens of
a country or city. I think just use people. For example president Obama still uses people
of the US, not citizen or civilian in his statements.

Interviewer: uhm ... So you're going to translate right away?
AS: Yes, because this is a quoted comment, if it was translated from his English
statement, then we cannot change the structure but keep it as the original. So when
translating it back, I try to maintain the original structure ... Ahh not study ... ?

Interviewer: Why not?
AS: Study is used for a discovery or research. Here it is used for a language so I'll use
learn ...

Interviewer: Uhm ...
AS: 'nhdn m~nh' ... stress or emphasise, emphasise is more formal, I prefer state ...

Interviewer: What are you doing?
AS: I'm trying to restructure this sentence. It's a bit messy ...

Interviewer: What are you thinking?
AS: A link between the two clauses is missing here ... 'n€u ai con nghi nga chfnh sach
cua My thl' ... ah .... 'Thl trong chuy€n tham cua chu tich' ... this phrase sounds very
unnatural ....

Interviewer: What are you going to do now?
AS: I'll change into, ... kind of ... dap l~i nhfmg ng con n~hi ng~ chinh sach cua My,
I'll put 'trong chuyen tham' to the end of the sentence ... 'tong thong Bush da n6i trong
tuyen b6 chung' ... and .... 'E>a n6i trong tuyen bB chung r~ng chinh phu My ling h<)
toan vt(n lanh th6 chu quy~n an ninh cua Vi~t Nam trong tuyen b6 chung dua ra vao
chuy€n tham cua thu tu6ng Vi~t Nam Nguy~n Tdn Dung ~i' ...

So ... responding ... answering to all the cynical of the US policy ... to anyone feel...
doubtful about the US policy ... I want to use a noun here, so I'll change into ... to any
cynical ... cynics ... cynics is more accurate ... to any cynics ... president Bush... has
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stated that ... this I'll change into a noun phrase ... Has affirmed US government support
for Vietnam ... uhm ...
Interviewer: Why do you do that?
AS: Because using noun phrases shortens a sentence and make it sound more native
speaker.
Interviewer: more natural?
AS: Yes. I want to shorten it because it's quite long originally... 'toan vt;n Hinh thfi' ...
territorial ... about... in the joint statement ... normally a joint statement is given at the
end of a visit. .. In ... I think it's safest to use in ... the Prime Minister ...
Interviewer: You can write in short form.
AS: Ok. If I use the possessive form, it's not formal enough but it's shorter ... I'll leave
it like that.
Interviewer: Well, that's all you have to do. What are you going to do next?
AS: Now I'll read the whole text again.
Interviewer: What is it for?
AS: I want to check spelling, normally I don't check the structure, which I've already
chosen very carefully during the process of translating. I also want to check and change
the word choice if necessary. I want to check whether the flow of ideas is fluent or not.
Interviewer: Ok, just go ahead ... What are you thinking?
AS: The title ... on a better footing ... this can ensure the idea of development but the
sense is not ok, if so it means increasing . . . no no I often think rubbish but in the end
return to the first choice and it is usually the best one.
Interviewer: Uhmm ...
AS: ... here if I use held it means organise or celebrate ... but here he just came and
delivered a speech but in the source language text it's 'da t6 chuc' ... no I'll just leave it
like that.
Interviewer: Uhmm. What else are you concerned about?
AS: The preposition going with afternoon. Normally we say in the morning, in the
afternoon, but if there is a complement before it, we have to use on ...
Interviewer: Uhmm
AS: This I had to think too much, I won't change otherwise I would waste my effort
and normally there's no other better choice.
Interviewer: Oh, ok anything else?
AS: I'm going to add also here.
Interviewer: Why?
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AS: So that there's a link between the two sentences ... I think this part is a little
incoherent ... in the joint statement in the ... uhmm ... issued in ... 'dugc dua ra' I'll
add 'tuyen b6 chung dugc dua ra trong chuy~n tham cua' ...

Interviewer: Why is that?
AS: Actually it's nothing much but I can separate the two ins, in translation we need to
avoid repetition, and it sounds more proper. That's all.

Interviewer: Finished? Thank you very much.

Student A6's TAPs

Interviewer: What are you going to do first?
A6: I'm going to read the text through to get the gist. I also pay attention to the difficult
words ... The title has no new word. I can start translating right away.
Interviewer: Why do you change US to the end?
A6: I think I should not change the original position as in the SL text. It also depends,
for example if I'm translating for an American magazine I'll put it as US - Vietnam
relation.
Interviewer: Uhm ... What are you thinking?
A6: I think this text is not difficult to translate. I don't like the verb develop, I'll use
enhance instead ... 'hQp bao' ... news conference ... ah no press conference.
Interviewer: Why do you put that away?
A6: I don't think I need occasion in this case, it'll lengthen the sentence, I'll use
anniversary ... 'nhi~m ky d~i su' ... term ... ambassador term ... I'll use the dictionary.
Interviewer: Ok. What are you going to look up?
A6: I want to check the phrase ambassador term. I know we should keep a translation
short but if we can't find a short phrase, we still have to use long ones ... Ambassador to
Vietnam ... to people ... ah no, not people, it's too general ... Vietnam citizens ... and
officials of the government ...
Interviewer: Why don't you put officials at the end?
A6: It'll make the phrase longer. .. I'm not sure which tense I should use, whether he's
still learning ... I have been studying ... He said is put at the end, English people use
like that.
Interviewer: Uhm ... What's next? Why don't you just use ambassador?
A6: It's word-by-word translation. Well it's ok but not so important.
Interviewer: Uhm ...
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A6: This is already translated from English, it doesn't sound Vietnamese. It has many
clauses, it's too long. The structure is complicated ... The translator didn't do a good job
when transferring his statement.

Interviewer: What are you thinking?
A6: I have to check what preposition goes with doubt. This Vietnamese sentence is
very hard to understand ...

Interviewer: Have you found it?
A6: Yes. I have to restructure the sentence. The Vietnamese sentence is too vague,
there's no link. As I understand it means: to ease the doubt over US policy, President
Bush said this ... But the teacher says we should not interpret too much, not impose our
idea.

Interviewer: So what are you going to do now?
A6: I'll use the original version... 'tuyen b6 chung' ... I've already learnt the word.
communique ...

Interviewer: Right. Why do you change a into the?
A6: It's already been defined ... supported ... because I used past simple.

Interviewer: What are you thinking?
A6: I suddenly forget the word 'chu quy~n' and 'toan wn Hinh thfi'. I'll check them.

Interviewer: Found them?
A6: Yes. Sovereignty and territory... I was thinking of putting Vietnam to the
beginning of the sentence but it's fine. Now, I'm going to revise the translated text.

Interviewer: What are you looking at?
A6: I'm going to look at the spelling, grammar, any idea missing ... This adverbial
phrase is a bit long in the communique and during the visit, I'll make it shorter. .. Ok, I
think that's it.

Interviewer: Finished? Ok. Thank you very much.

Student A8's TAPs

Interviewer: Now what do you do first?
AS: I'm going to read the text through to get the gist. I also pay attention to the difficult
words ... The title has no new word. I can start translating right away.

Interviewer: Ok, go ahead.
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AS: The title 'quan h~ Vi~t - My' can be translated as Vietnam - US relation or The
relation between Vietnam and the US. However, since this is the title, it needs to be
short so I'll choose the first phrase ... 'ngay cang phat trien• ... my teacher said that the
verb in the tile doesn't need to be put into any tense so I'll put it simply as more and
more developed.

Interviewer: Uhm ... What's next?
AS: The word 'phat trien· can be develop or improve. Improve may be better. .. 'd~i su
My t5 chuc hQp bao nhan dip tron nam ddu tien trong nhi~m kY d~i SU cua ong t~i Vi~t
Nam ... d~i su My ... ambassador ... ones or twos? ... 'hQp bao' ... press conference
.... Right? ... hold ... held a press conference ... 'chi~u 20 thang 8' ... on August 2dh
afternoon ... 'nhan dip tron nam ddu tien trong nhi~m k)r d~i su cua ong t~i Vi~t Nam'. I
normally I just translate and check the structure and flow later.

Interviewer: Ok, just go on.
AS: 'nhan dip tron nam ddu tien trong nhi~m ky d~i su cua ong ~i Vi~t Nam' ... the
first year . . . 'tron' means completing the year . . . on the occasion of . . . 'tron nam ddu
tien' ... if I just put the first year, maybe the meaning is not complete. I'll choose this ...
'nhi~m ky d~i SU cua ong ~i Vi~t Nam' ... 'd~i su' la ambassador, so we have
ambassador term, it doesn't sound ok.

Interviewer: You can check if you want.
AS: I'll check this expression ... ambassadorial term ... 'toi tim each g~p ga ngucri dan
va cac quan chuc cua chinh phu va dang nhi~u han, d6 la ly do toi hQC ti~ng Vi~t' ...
'tlm each g~p ga' is just 'g~p ga' so I'll say I meet the officials of the government ... ah
the government and the party officials oh no ... the officials of the government and the
party.

Interviewer: Why is that?
AS: Because we never say party officials, I put party at the end.

Interviewer: Uhm ... Go on
AS: 'nhi~u han' ... more often ...

Interviewer: Why don't you just say more?
AS: I think he wants to talk about the frequency.

Interviewer: Uhm ...
AS: 'd6 la ly do tOi hQc ti~ng Vi~t' ... that's the reason why ... no that's why I learn
Vietnamese . . .. I have learnt . . . because he must have started learning Vietnamese
before he said this ... Vietnamese language to be clearer.

'n~u ai con nghi ngO: chin~ sach cua My thl trong chuy~n tham cua thu tu6ng N~uy~n
Tan Diing vira qua, tong thong Bush da n6i chinh phu My -Ung hQ toan v¥n Hinh tho, chu
quy~n va an ninh cua Vi~t Nam' ... 'nhdn m~nh' I usually use emphasise. This sentence
is rather long ... but it's hard to separate it because it's a complete idea. 'n~u ai con
nghi ngcr chfnh sach cua My thl trong chuyen tham cua thu tu6ng Nguyen Tdn Diing
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vira qua, tbng th6ng Bush da n6i chinh phu My ... I think it should be restructured, the
Vietnamese text is not very clear. I'll say 'n~u ai con nghi nga chinh sach cua My ... oh
no ... or 'tbng th6ng Bush da n6i trong chuy~n tham cua Thu tu6ng NTD vira qua trong
tuyen b6 chung' . . . Oh, the Vietnamese version is too complicated. I have to read it
again. This means US president said . . . US policy toward Vietnam is good, right? So
I'll put it like this.
Interviewer: What do you choose for 'nghi nga'?
AS: I'm trying to think of the verb for it. .. doubt? I thought this is an adjective. I'll use

this word. Is the spelling correct? . . . I have to check the preposition going with this
verb.
Interviewer: Uhm ... Found it?
AS: Yes. About ... Here I'll do as I thought at the beginning - move the whole clause
behind ... 'tbng thfing Bush da n6i' I may use say, not that simple, state or ... reaffirm.

Interviewer: Uhm ...
AS: 'Tu yen b6 chung' ... in the joint ... communique

Interviewer: Go ahead.
AS: 'vira qua' ... last ... ah no ... recent visit by... ah no of Prime Minister NTD ... 'ling
he)' ... support or stand for but stand for seems to be more formal ... 'lanh thfi' is
territory, 'chu quySn' is ... I have to look this word up, I'm not so sure ...
sovereignty ... 'toan v~n lanh thfi' ... territorial... what is 'toan v~n'. .. integrity, is it?
... about the US policy, president Bush reaffirmed in the joint communique.

Interviewer: Uhm ... What are you going to do next?
AS: I think that's it. Now I'll read the piece again.

Interviewer: Why do you have to read again?
AS: I want to check whether I make any spelling or grammar mistake. I also want to
check the collocation ... The ...

Interviewer: Why?
AS: It's already been identified. Ok, I think that's it. I'm done.

Interviewer: Ok, Thank you very much.

Student A9's TAPs

Interviewer: Now let's start, what are you going to do first?
A9: First, I look at the title and read the text quickly to learn about the topic. I think I
know this topic, I have the background knowledge about it. .. I'm going to circle the
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difficult words and phrases. For example this one... (thinking of possibilities) I think it
might be translated as develop or boost.
Now I'm reading sentence by sentence and go into more detail.
Interviewer: What are you thinking?
A9: This text is about Vietnam-US relation ... I think I need to consider the use of
words here, because many words have the same meaning but bring different senses and
formality ... Here 'quan h~ Vi~t-My ngay cang phat trien• ... 'Quan h~' can be translated
as relation or relationship ... But as far as I know the difference between these two
words is very slight, I'm not going to waste much time for it. I'll put the title as
'Vietnam-US ... Vietnam-America relationship is improving'.
Interviewer: So far any difficult words for you?
A9: Yes, the first sentence ... 'Di;ti su My ~i Vi~t Nam Michael Michilak da t6 chuc
h9p bao chiSu 20 thang 8 nhan dip trcm nam ddu tien trong ky di;ti SU cua ong ~i
Vi~t Nam'. I think the phrase 'nhan dip tron nam ddu tien' is rather difficult and long ...
I must be careful otherwise readers may misunderstand ... This word ...

CUQC

Interviewer: What word are you looking up?

A9: I'm looking up the word ambassador, I forget its adjective ... ambassadorial ... I
think I'll use simple past for this sentence because the text talks about a past event.
Interviewer: Uhm ... And now what are you thinking?
A9: I'm considering how to translate this phrase 'nhan dip tron nam ddu tien', I think in
this case the word 'ddu tien' is unnecessary, we just need to say the first year ... ah we
don't need the word 'tron'. Vietnamese is sometimes very lengthy. In the English
version, that's enough.
Interviewer: Uhm ... Now what?
A9: I need to look up the word occasion, a very simple word but I just forget... 'nhan
dip tron nam ddu tien' ...
Interviewer: What are you thinking?

A9: I'm considering whether I should say his first year working as ambassador... or
just as ambassador for Vietnam I don't want to use the word working because it doesn't
sound very formal ... Or serve but this is like talking about ranking, we usually say
serve in the army ... here it's about a diplomatic mission ... I'll put a bracket here, I'll
decide later.
Interviewer: How are you going to do with that phrase?

A9: His statement ... This is a complex and difficult sentence.
Interviewer: How complex is it?
A9: It's long and has many clauses ... 'toi tlm each g~p ga nguai dan, d6 la ly do toi
hQc ti~ng Vi~t' I think I'll inverse the phrase 'ly do toi hQc ti~ng Vi~t' so that it's easier
for the reader ...
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Interviewer: Uhm ...
A9: 'Ong n6i' can be translated as he said but it sounds too neutral ... should I use I it. ..
or he stated ... I just write down and come back later.
Interviewer: Ok, just write down ... how are you going to do it?
A9: I'll inverse this sentence as 'ly do toi hQc tieng Vi~t la ... '
Interviewer: Uhm ... What are you thinking?
A9: I'm thinking about the word 'g~p ga', it seems he said this in Vietnamese, normally
we don't use this word for such an informal meeting. It needs to be replaced by another
word. We can say 'g~p ga cac quan chuc' but 'g~p ga nguai dan' sounds a little funny.
I want to find a word which can go with both government officials and the people.
Interviewer: Uhm ... any idea?
A9: I'm still thinking about that word. I'll decide later.
Interviewer: Where are you now?
A9: 'D~i su nhftn m~nh' ...
Interviewer: What are you thinking?

A9: I'm thinking whether I should put also in here ... I won't put it in. Now the word
'nhdn m~nh' can be ... emphasise, only that, but should I use it?
Interviewer: Why do you have to wonder about that while you have only one option?
A9: No, normally people say 'the professor emphasise on this issue as he instruct the
students' not the professor emphasise, then colon and a quote. What do you think?
Interviewer: (smile)
A9: I think here they just mean 'ong con mu6n n6i them r~ng' ... I'll continue ... 'neu
ai con nghi nga chinh sach cua My' ...
Interviewer: Why don't you just use a conditional sentence?

A9: This is the first version I think of. I don't think this is a condition.
Interviewer: What are you looking up?

A9: The word suspicious, I want to check its sense, I also think of in doubt ...
Interviewer: Uhm ... Have you found it?
A9: They are different. To be in doubt is stronger than suspicious. Its noun suspicion
means have the feeling that something is true though have no proof. .. Here he said 'neu
ai con nghi nga chinh sach cua My' and he's an ambassador, I think he must use
suspicious, which means he has the belief but the feeling of doubt still exist, that's why
it leads to 'trong chuyen tham cua thu tu6ng Nguy~n Tftn Dung vira qua, t6ng th6ng
Bush da n6i', right?
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Interviewer: Maybe (smile) ... so which one do you choose?
A9: I'll choose this ... 'chfnh sach cua My' ... 'tuyen b6 chung'
Interviewer: So what?
A9: I'm trying to remember the phrase. I'll use administration ah no government
Interviewer: Why not administration?
A9: I usually see Bush administration but American government.
Interviewer: Ok, just go on.
A9: 'Toan Vyn Hinh thb' ... Am I looking up the dictionary too much?
Interviewer: No no, feel free to do it.
A9: Integrity ... territory ... territorial ... There is a term for it, I can't remember. 'chu
quy8n' is ... sovereignty. I'll check the spelling.
Interviewer: Now what are you going to do next?
A9: I'm going to check all what I have done.
Interviewer: Ok, any concern remained?
A9: I think 'toi Om each gi.].p ga nguai dan' can be rephrased as 'toi mu6n gi.].p ga nguai
dan' ... 'nhi8u hem' ... Honestly, Vietnamese is sometimes used awkwardly even in
newsJ?aper ... I think there's some problem with this sentence. To have more chance to
... 'tiep xuc' ... what about contact? I'll check it in the dictionary.

Ahh I'll put it as Vietnamese people to be clear, something is missing if just people.
Interviewer: What's next?
A9: I'll replace emphasise with stress.
Interviewer: Why?
A9: To be safe. Let me check it again in the dictionary ... I think emphasise is ok.
Interviewer: Uhm ... Anything else?
A9: This to should be for ... Here I don't use if .. then because this is not about cause
and effect. In this case it is not appropriate. The suspicion does not lead to president
Bush's statement.
Interviewer: Uhm ... What are you thinking?
A9: I'm still thinking about the phrase 'rnfo ai con nghi nga chinh sach cua My' ... I'm
not so sure about this in response to anyone who is still suspicious about US policy ...
it's not very accurate .... I think I'll use it with a that in the middle.
Interviewer: Why do you put that in?
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A9: I just want to separate the two clauses. This is a long sentence. Not really
necessary. For this phrase I wonder if I need to say Prime Miniter NTD's visit to
America or just visit of Prime Minister NTD. Well, I think that's it.
Interviewer: Anything else?
A9: I'm reading the whole piece once again to check the flow. I think I have problem
with articles a, the, an.
Interviewer: Well, so you have homework to do. Thank you very much.

Student Bl's TAPs
Interviewer: Now what are you going to do first?

Bl: First I'm going the read the text through. I also see which words I know, which I
don't. This is a fixed phrase but I think I've forgotten. I'm wondering about this
quote ...
Interviewer: Uhm ...

Bl: Every time I read Vietnamese newspaper articles, I usually write them again
because many of them are badly written. This article may be from the People's ... so it's
not very bad. I think I can start right away.
Interviewer: Ok, go ahead.

Bl: The title ... I want to use a noun phrase because it sounds more formal ... Vietnam
... 'coi trQng' ... I'll have to check this word ... appreciate ... appreciation ... for? ...
yes for Chinese relations .... Relations with Chinese ... China ...
'BQ trm'mg Ngo:;ii giao' ... Minister Foreign Relations ... no ... Minister of Foreign
Relations ... this doesn't sound ok ... I have to check Vietnamese-English dictionary.
Interviewer: Uhm, feel free to check any word you want.

Bl: Minister of Foreign Affairs ... I have met this phrase before ... relations with China
... focusfor ... in Vietnam's ... Vietnamese ... Vietnam's ... 'chinh sach d()i ngo:;ii' ...
foreign policy... 'h()i dam' ... is talk ... discussion ... check ... I'll use talk.
Interviewer: Why do you choose talk?

Bl: It covers the meaning of discussion. I think it's better, shorter.
Interviewer: Uhm. What are you thinking?

Bl: I'm considering whether to use for or in here, this is about the time ... I'll use for.
Interviewer: Why?
Bl: Because I've used present perfect before.
Interviewer: Uhm. Go ahead. Now what?
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Bl: I have to check whether to use relation or relationship ... no difference ... I'll use
relationship ... it sounds more beautiful.
Interviewer: Uhm ... What are you thinking now?

Bl: I'm thinking whether the verb tense I use here is correct. .. it's fine ... 'dang tren da
phat tri~n tbt d~p' ... 'da phat tri~n tbt d~p' ... I'll check the word 'da' ... oh there's no
answer for this ... 'dang tren da phat tri~n tbt d~p' ... so I'll just say it's going well or
it's developing well .. .
Interviewer: Uhm .. .

Bl: on all fields ... in all fields ... which one? ... in all fields ... I remember we met this
phrase once and the teacher corrected it as in all fields.
Interviewer: Uhm. Go on. Why did you add that in?

Bl: I think it's already been defined so there should be the there.
Interviewer: Ok. Now what are you going to do?

Bl: I have to read again and check the grammar and spelling ... I think that's fine, I
know it's not very good, my English is not very good, you know. I don't remember the
points that the teacher corrected for us.
Interviewer: No, don't worry. Thank you very much.

Students B2's TAPs

Interviewer: What are you going to do first?
B2: First I read the title to see what this text is about. Then I'll find out whether there's
any difficult new word or phrases ... 'B() tru6ng Ngo~i Giao' ... the other day we had a
text in which this phrase appeared, now I forget ... 'nguai d6ng nhi~m' ... I don't know
this phrase.
Interviewer: What are you going to do with the word you don't know?
B2: I'll check with my electric dictionary, it has most of the words ... Ok, I've finished
reading. This text is about a meeting, the kind of text we usually have in the class.
Interviewer: Not so difficult hah?
B2: However, there are some phrases I don't know. I'll start translating now.
Interviewer: Where do you begin?
B2: With the title ... I'll use present simple tense ... my teacher said that. .. VietnamChina relation ... more develops ...
Interviewer: Uhm.
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B2: What is 'B(> tru6ng Ngo~i giao' ... ? ... (D) Foreign Minister ... ah yes, now I
remember. .. 'tham chinh thuc' ... 'chinh thuc' (D) ... official... visit officially ...
officially visit ... ah .. .pay official visit ...
Interviewer: What are you thinking?
B2: I'm considering what tense should be used here. This already happened so I'll put it
in past tense.
Interviewer: Uhm. Go on.
B2:

'nh~n

lai mai' ... receive invitation ... of Vietnam's Prime Minister ...

Interviewer: Why do you change it into by?
B2: I just remember once my teacher corrected my friend's mistake in a case like this.
Interviewer: Uhm.
B2: 'h(>i dam' ... is meeting or discussion, well meeting seems to be more formal so I'll
use it. Discussion is like what we do in the class ... 'Hai hen nhdt trf cho r~.ng' ... two
countries agree that ... agreed that ... this already happened ...
Interviewer: Uhm ... now what?
B2: 'quan h~ hai nu6c dang tren da phat tri€n' ... Oh this phrase I've never met
before ... I want to check the word 'da phat tri€n' ... they don't have ... so I think I'll
just translate it as (REPHRASE)'quan h~ hai nu6c cang ngay cang phat tri€n' ...
Interviewer: Uhm ... go ahead.
B2: The relationship ... relation between two countries are developing ... more and
more ... in all ... 'finh Vl,Ic' ... (D) ... fields ... Well, I'm done.
Interviewer: Is that all?
B2: No, I have to check it again.
Interviewer: Why do you need to check again?
B2: Because I may make grammar and spelling mistakes, that's my shortcoming ... Two
countries agreed that the relation between the two countries . . . oh this phrase is
repeated ... no need between the two countries ... developing more and more ... Ok. I
think that's all.
Interviewer: Finished? Right. Thank you very much.

Student B4's TAPs

Interviewer: Now what are you going to do first?
B4: Fist I'm going to read the whole text
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Interviewer: What do you do that for?
B4: to get the general idea about it and find the unknown or difficult words.
Interviewer: Ok, just go ahead ... What are you thinking?
B4: I'm thinking about these difficult words 'h9i dam', I don't know this word, I think I
may use 'bu6i hQp'; 'quan M hai dang, hai nu6c' I will just say 'quan h~ gifta Vi~t Nam
va Trung Qufic' because I think it's about Vietnam-China relation in general.
Interviewer: Uhm. Have you started to translate?
B4: Oh, I made a mistake, 'b9 tru6ng Ngo;;ti Giao' I wrote Chinese Minister of Foreign
Affairs, it should be Chinese Foreign Minister.
Interviewer: Uhm.
B4: I have to add the in here. I'm trying to remember the order of word in this phrase.
Interviewer: Of 'b9 tru&ng Ngo;;ti Giao Trung Qufic'?
B4: Yes ... Foreign before Minister
Interviewer: Now what's next?
B4: I'm going to translate from the title to here.
Interviewer: What are you doing now?
B4: I'm trying to translate 'nh~n ICYi mai' ... at the invitation of ... I'm trying to
remember the spelling of invitation. Actually I don't know how to transfer very well, so
I just translate word by word. My teacher said it's not good but my English is very
poor.
Interviewer: What are you thinking?
B4: Here I should add the word Vietnam to the front and then Minister of. .. 'tham chfnh
thuc' ... is ... ?
Interviewer: Were you thinking something here?
B4: I intended to put begin in to mean he began the visit so that the meaning will be
clearer ... but ... no, I won't do that.
Interviewer: Uhm. Now what?
B4: I'm considering how to transfer the second sentence ... 'h9i dam' is meeting ... 'Hai
ben nhdt trf' can be understood as Vietnam and China agreed that ... 'quan M cua hai
nha nu6c dang ti~p t\lC duy trl va phat tri~n tren mQi IInh V\l'C'.
Interviewer: Uhm. Which means you change the source language a little, right?
B4: Yes ... I don't think we need to repeat China and Vietnam here, just the two
countries 'nhdt trf cho r~ng ... '.I'm trying to remember the structure for agree ...
Interviewer: Now what?
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B4: I'm wondering whether 'hai dang' here means Vietnam and China ... normally
countries have many parties, but Vietnam and China each has only one party ... 'dang
tren da phat triSn' ... development ...
Interviewer: Have you decided?
B4: Uhm ... I want to change into 'Trung Qu6c va Vi~t Nam df>ng
m6i quan h~ t6t tren m9i linh \f\Ic' ...

y rfing hai nuac c6

Interviewer: Why do you have to do that?

LT: To avoid having to translate the phrase 'tren da phat triSn' ...
Interviewer: Uhm ... so how are you going to do?
B4: I cross out this whole phrase ... population ... 'linh \f\IC' ... field ... or 'tren m9i
mf,it' ... in all fields.
Interviewer: Now what are you going to do?
B4: Now I'm going to check the translation again.
Interviewer: What are you looking at when you check it?
B4: I check the grammar and the word use.
Interviewer: Just go ahead.
B4: This is not correct ... I tried to use simple words and maybe it's not accurate ... Ok.
I think that's all.
Interviewer: Right. Thank you very much.

Student BS's TAPs

Interviewer: Now what are you going to do first?
BS: First I'm going the read the text through.
Interviewer: What is that for?
BS: I want to know what the text is about. ..
Interviewer: Ok, go ahead ... Apart from reading, what else are you doing?
BS: I also identify the grammar structure I will need to use ... Here there are some
words I forget ... 'BQ truc'mg Ngo;;i.i giao' ...
Interviewer: You can check it or ask your friend if you want.
BS: I suddenly forget 'thong tdn xa Vi~t Nam' ... what is it? Ahh Vietnam news
agency.
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Interviewer: Ok ... now what are you doing?
BS: I'm trying to remember the word 'b(> tru6ng' ... 'nh~n lai mai' ... I want to check
the spelling of Prime Minister ... What is 'h(>i dam' ... ?
Interviewer: Why do you cross it out?
BS: I think I need to write English but this is like Vietnamese ...
Interviewer: How are you going to change it?
BS: I'll write it again like this.
Interviewer: Uhm ... What are you considering?
BS: I'm looking for another word to replace this, because this phrase is a time
expression ... since or in ... I'll leave it until later.
Interviewer: Uhm. Now what?
BS: The phrase 'h(>i dam' can be conference ... talk ... meeting ... I'll check it... I
decide to use conjerence.
Interviewer: Why do you choose it?
BS: Meeting is not very formal. Conference can be used for formal situations, and it
also refers to some kind of discussion.
Interviewer: Uhm, now what's next?
BS: I'll continue with this ... I want to check whether to use relation or relationship ...
I'll use relationship.
Interviewer: What are you considering now?
BS: The structure for this sentence ... I may use to be going to or the present
continuous ...
lntervi~wer:

Have you decided?

BS: I'll use continuous tense, for 'duy trl' ... or maintain ... 'da phat tri~n t6t d~p' means
'da va dang phat tri~n t6t d~p'' it's not difficult.
Interviewer: What word are you looking at?
BS: 'cac linh vµc', I think it's major...
Interviewer: Just go on.
BS: I think I'm done.
Interviewer: That's all? What about this phrase you said you would come back?
BS:Ah yes, I forget. .. I'll use in for this.
Interviewer: Why?

BS:Because the event takes place in two days so I'll use in.
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Interviewer: Ok. Finished?
BS: Yes.
Interviewer: Thank you very much.

Student B9's TAPs

Interviewer: What are you going to do first?
B9: First I read the title to see what this text is about. Then I'll find out whether there's
any new word ... or proper names ...
Interviewer: Ok, go ahead.
B9: This text is about Vietnam and China... I think I have to pay attention to some
titles here ... the time ... the time this event happened ... the place ... Hanoi ... This is
about a meeting ...
Interviewer: What are you doing now?
B9: I'll start with the title ...
Interviewer: What are you thinking?
B9: 'B9 truang Ngo~i giao' ... oh I forget ... I'll check it in my electric dictionary ...
Interviewer: Ok.
B9: ... 'Ngo~i giao' ... foreign relations ... B9 truang
... ah yes, I met this before, I forget.

Ngo~i

giao' ... Foreign Minister

Interviewer: Go on.
B9: China Foreign Minister ... has ... had a meeting with ... Vietnam Foreign Minister
... ah there's a word for this case ... partner ... counterpart ... 'h9i dam' ... what is it?
Discussion ... meeting ... The first one seems to be more formal. I'll use discussion.
Interviewer: Uhm. Why do you add that word in?
B9: I think this is a formal meeting so ...
Interviewer: Uhm .. What are you thinking now?
B9: I'm thinking whether I should change the order of the sentence ... well to be safe ...
I just leave it like that ... 'k€t thuc cu9c h()i dam' ... should I put 'k€t thuc' as a verb or
a noun? Finish the discussion ... end of the discussion ... at the end of discussion ... the
discussion . . . 'hai ben nhftt tri cho r~ng' ... agree . . . two country ... countries ... two
parts . . . no . . . the two countries . . . agreed and said . . . this sounds spoken English ...
agreed, I'll check the words agree to see how it is used.
Interviewer: Uhm ... go ahead.
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B9: 'da phat trien t6t dt;p' ... means is developing well ... is it? Developing fine ... fine
developing ... development .. .
Interviewer: What are you considering?
B9: 'tren cac linh Vl)'c' ... on ... in.fields ... in all.fields ... Right, I met this word once.
Interviewer: Ok. Now what?
B9: I think that's it. Ah ... I need to check it again.
Interviewer: What is that for?
B9: To check the grammar and spelling ... If I do it on the computer, I won't have to
worry about grammar or spelling.Shere because this is the third person singlular.
Interviewer: Right. Is that it?
B9: Well, I think so.
Interviewer: Ok, thank you very much.
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